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Abstract Let T = (V,E) be a tree with associated costs on its subtrees. A
minmax k-partition of T is a partition into k subtrees, minimizing the maxi-
mum cost of a subtree over all possible partitions. In the centered version of
the problem, the cost of a subtree cost is defined as the minimum cost of “ser-
vicing” that subtree using a center located within it. The problem motivating
this work was the sink-evacuation problem on trees, i.e., finding a collection of
k-sinks that minimize the time required by a confluent dynamic network flow
to evacuate all supplies to sinks.
This paper provides the first polynomial-time algorithm for solving this
problem, running in O
(
max(k, log n)kn log4 n
)
time. The technique developed
can be used to solve any Minmax Centered k-Partitioning problem on trees
in which the servicing costs satisfy some very general conditions. Solutions
can be found for both the discrete case, in which centers must be on vertices,
and the continuous case, in which centers may also be placed on edges. The
technique developed also improves previous results for finding a minmax cost
k-partition of a tree given the location of the sinks in advance.
Keywords Sink Evacuation, Dynamic Flows, Confluent Flows, Facility
Location, Parametric Search, Tree Partitioning, Tree Centroid.
1 Introduction
The main result of this paper is the derivation of a new method for solving the
general minmax centered k-partitioning problem on trees. The initial motiva-
tion was the construction of quickest evacuation protocols on dynamic tree flow
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Fig. 1: A 6-partition P = {P1, . . . , P6}, of tree T . Component Pi has as-
sociated sink or center si. f(Pi, si) is the cost of servicing Pi using si.
FS(P) = max1≤i≤6 f(Pi, si) is the full cost of servicing T with partition P
and sink set S = {s1, . . . , s6}.
networks, a problem that was not solvable within previous tree partitioning
frameworks.
A k-partition of a tree T = (V,E) is the removal of k− 1 edges to create k
subtrees. Let f(P ) denote the cost of subtree P ⊆ V (subtrees will be denoted
by their nodes). The cost of partition P = {P1, . . . , Pk} is F (P) = maxi f(Pi).
The minmax k-partition problem is to find a k-partition P of T that minimizes
F (P).
f(P ) may sometimes be further defined as f(P, s), the cost of servicing the
subtree from some sink or center s ∈ P. The cost of the partition will then be
F (P,S) = maxi f(Pi, si) where S = {s1, . . . , sk} and si ∈ Pi. See Fig. 1. The
minmax centered k-partition problem is to find P, S that minimizes F (P,S).
Becker, Perl and Schach [5] introduced a shifting algorithm for constructing
minmax partitions of trees when f(P ) is the sum of the weights of the nodes
in P. This technique was then improved and generalized to other functions
by them and other authors [3,33,1,4]. [25,24] discuss extensions to centered
partitions. These results only hold for the very restrictive class of Invariant
functions f(P ) (see [4] for a definition). In particular, the QFP cost that will
interest us and be defined below will not be an invariant function.
If all nodes v ∈ V have given weights wv and d(v, s) is the path-length
distance from v to s, then f(P, s) = maxv∈P wvd(v, s) defines the k-center
problem which has its own separate literature. Frederickson [16] gives an O(n)
algorithm for k-center in an unweighted tree, i.e.,wv ≡ 1, while the weighted
case can be solved in O(n log2 n) time [31,11].
The problem motivating this paper arises from evacuation using Dynamic
Confluent Flows. Dynamic flow networks model movement of items on a graph.
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Each vertex v is assigned some initial set of supplies wv. Supplies flow
across edges. Each edge e has a length τe – the time required to traverse it –
and a capacity ce, limiting how much flow can enter the edge in one time unit.
If all edges have the same capacity ce = c the network has uniform capacity.
As supplies move around the graph, congestion can occur as supplies back up
waiting to enter a vertex, increasing the time needed to send a flow.
Dynamic flow networks were introduced by Ford and Fulkerson in [15] and
have since been extensively used and analyzed. The Quickest Flow Problem
(QFP) starts with wv units of flow on (source) node v and asks how quickly
all of this flow can be moved to designated sinks. Good surveys of the problem
and applications can be found in [35,2,13,32].
One variant of the QFP is the transshipment problem in which each sink
has a specified demand with total source availability equal to total demand
requirement. The problem is to find the minimum time required to satisfy all
of the demands. The first polynomial time algorithm for that problem was
given by [21] with later improvements by [14].
A variant of the QFP can also model evacuation problems, see e.g, [19] for
a history. In this, vertex supplies can be visualized as people in one or multiple
buildings and the problem is to find a routing strategy (evacuation plan) that
evacuates all of them to specified sinks (exits) in minimum time. This differs
from the transshipment problem in that the problem is to fully evacuate the
sources, not to satisfy the sinks; sinks do not have predefined demands and
may absorb arbitrarily large units of supply.
An optimal solution to this problem could assign different paths to different
units of supply starting from the same vertex. Physically, this could correspond
to two people starting from the same location travelling radically different
evacuation paths, possibly even to different exits.
A constrained version of the problem, the one addressed here, is for the
plan to assign to each vertex v exactly one evacuation edge, ev = (v, uv),
i.e., a sign stating “this way out”. All people starting at or passing through v
must evacuate through ev. After arriving at uv they continue onto uv’s unique
evacuation edge euv . They continue following these unique evacuation edges
until reaching a sink, where they exit. The initial problem is, given the sinks, to
determine a plan minimizing the maximum time needed to evacuate everyone.
Note that if each v has a unique evacuation edge ev then the ev must form a
directed forest with the sinks being the roots of the trees. Thus, an evacuation
plan of tree T using k sinks is a centered k-partition of T. See Fig. 2. A
different version of the problem is, given k, to find the (vertex) locations of
the k sinks/exits and associated evacuation plan that together minimizes the
evacuation time. This is the k-sink location problem.
Flows with the property that all flows entering a vertex leave along the
same edge are known as confluent1; even in the static case constructing an
optimal confluent flow in a general graph G is known to be very difficult. If P
1 Confluent flows occur naturally in problems other than evacuations, e.g., packet for-
warding and railway scheduling [12].
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Fig. 2: Each vertex except for the si has a unique associated evacuation edge
(the si evacuate to themselves). These edges form a forest of directed in-trees
with the tree roots being the si. This forest defines a centered 5-partition of T
with centers si. The cost of the partition will be the maximum time required
for a node to evacuate to its assigned exit si. Flows can merge and cause
congestion so this evacuation time is a function of entire subtrees and not just
of individual node-sink pairs.
6= NP, then it is impossible to construct a constant-factor approximate optimal
confluent flow in polynomial time on a general graph [9,12,10,34] even with
only one sink.
If edge capacities are “large enough” then no congestion occurs and every
person starting at node v should follow the same shortest path it can to an
exit. The cost of the plan will be the length of the maximum shortest path.
Minimizing this is is exactly the k-center problem on graphs which is already
known to be NP-Hard [17, ND50]. Unlike k-center, which is polynomial-time
solvable for fixed k, Kamiyama et al. [22] proves by reduction to Partition,
that, even for k = 1, finding the min-time evacuation protocol is still NP-Hard
for general graphs. This was later extended [18] to show that even for k = 1
and the sink location fixed in advance, it is still impossible to approximate the
QFP time to within a factor of o(log n) if P 6= NP.
The only solvable known case for the sink location problem for general k
is for G a path [6]. For paths with uniform capacities this runs in min
(
O(n+
k2 log2 n), O(n log n)
)
time; for paths with general capacities in min
(
O(n log n+
k2 log4 n), O(n log3 n)
)
time.
WhenG is a tree, the 1-sink location problem can be solved [28] inO(n log2 n)
time. This can be reduced [19,7] down to O(n log n) for the uniform capacity
version, i.e., all the ce are identical. If the locations of the k sinks are given as
input, [26] gives a O(n(c log n)k+1) time algorithm evacuation protocol, where
c is some constant. This is the problem of partitioning the tree optimally, given
that the centers are already known. For “large” k, [27] reduced the time down
to O(n2k log2 n). The literature does not contain any algorithm for solving the
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sink-location problem on trees. The best solution using current known results
would be to try all possible Θ(nk−1) decompositions of the tree into k subtrees
and apply the algorithm of [28], yielding O(nk log2 n) time.
When k = 1, [26] also provides an O(n log2 n) algorithm for calculating
the evacuation cost to a single known sink. For the uniform capacity case, [20,
p. 34] gives a formula that reduces the calculation time down to O(n log n).
These two calculation algorithms will be used as oracles in the sequel.
The discussion above implicitly assumed that the sinks must be vertices
of the original graph. This is known as the discrete case. Another possibility
would be to permit sinks to be located anywhere, on edges as well as vertices.
This variation is known as the continuous case.
This distinction occurs in evacuation modelling, e.g., locating an emergency
exit in a hallway between rooms. Historically, this distinction is also explicit
in the k−center in a tree literature. More specifically, Frederickson’s [16] O(n)
algorithm for k-center in an unweighted tree worked in both the continuous
and discrete cases. For weighted k-center, though, the two cases needed two
different sets of techniques. [31] gave an O(n log2 n) algorithm for the discrete
case while the continuous case required O(n log2 n log log n) time [30]. It was
only later realized that a parametric searching technique [11] could reduce the
continuous case down to O(n log2 n) as well. Weighted k-center restricted to
the line can be solved in O(n log n) in both the discrete and continuous cases
but were also originally solved separately; [8] provides a good discussion of the
history of that problem.
1.1 Our contributions
This paper gives the first polynomial time algorithm for solving the k-sink lo-
cation problem on trees. It uses as an oracle a known algorithm for calculating
the cost of the problem when k = 1 and the sink is known in advance. Our
results will be applicable to both the discrete and continuous versions of the
problem.
Theorem 1 The k-sink evacuation problem can be solved in
– O(max(k, log n) kn log4 n) time for general-capacity edges and
– O(max(k, log n) kn log3 n) time for uniform-capacity edges.
This result will be a special case of a general technique that works for a
large variety of minmax cost functions on trees. Section 2 formally defines
the Sink-Evacuation problem on trees, the more general class of functions for
which our technique works and then states our results.
It is instructive to compare our approach to Frederickson’s [16] O(n) algo-
rithm for solving the unweighted k-center problem on trees, which was built
from the following two ingredients.
1. AnO(n) time previously known algorithm for checking feasibility, i.e., given
α > 0, testing whether a k-center solution with cost ≤ α exists
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2. A clever parametric search method to filter the O(n2) pairwise distances
between nodes, one of which is the optimal cost, via the feasibility test.
The main difficulty in solving the sink-evacuation problem is that no poly-
nomial time feasibility test for k-sink evacuation on trees was previously known.
The majority of this paper is devoted to constructing such a test. Section
3 derives useful properties of the feasibility problem and Section 4 utilizes
these properties to construct an algorithm. This algorithm works by making
O(k log n) (amortized) calls to the 1 fixed-sink algorithm oracle.
There is also no small set of easily defined cost values known to contain
the optimal solution. We sidestep this issue in Section 5 by doing parametric
searching within our feasibility testing algorithm, leading to Theorem 1.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 assume the discrete version of the problem. Section 6
describes the modifications necessary to extend the algorithm to work in the
continuous case.
In Section 7 we conclude by noting that a slight modification to the algo-
rithm allows improving, for almost all k, the best previously known algorithm
for solving the problem when the k-sink locations are predetermined; from
O(n2k log2 n) [27] down to O(nk2 log4 n).
2 Definitions and Results
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. Each edge e = (u, v) has a travel time
τe; flow leaving u at time t = t0 arrives at v at time t = t0 + τe. Each edge
also has a capacity ce ≥ 0. This restricts at most ce units of flow to enter edge
e per every unit of time.
Consider wu units of (supply) flow waiting at vertex u at time t = 0 to
traverse edge e = (u, v). They enter e at a rate of ce units of flow per unit
time so the last flow enters e at time wu/ce. This flow then travels another τe
time to reach v. The total time required to move all flow from u to v is then
wu/ce + τe.
If two edges were combined in a path from u → v → s then flow from u
travelling to s might have to wait at v for all the wv flow to first enter (v, s).
When multiple paths meet, this results in congestion that can delay evacuation
time in strange ways.
Figure 3 illustrates different types of congestion and gives an example of
calculating the evacuation time of a tree to a given sink.
Given a graph G, distinguish a subset S ⊆ V with |S| = k as sinks (exits).
An evacuation plan specifies, for each vertex v 6∈ S, the unique edge along
which all flow starting at or passing through v evacuates. Furthermore, starting
at any v and following the edges will lead from v to one of the S (if v ∈ S, flow
at v evacuates immediately through the exit at v). As noted earlier (Figure
2) the evacuation plan defines a confluent flow. The evacuation edges form a
directed forest; the root of each tree is one of the designated sinks in S.
Given evacuation plan P and the wv specifying the initial flow supply start-
ing at each node, one can calculate, for each vertex, the time (with congestion)
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• a completes evacuation at time 31 + 10/2 = 36.
• b, c complete evacuation at time 4 + 14/2 = 11.
• All supplies from d pass through g by time 3.
This is before any other flow arrives at g.
• When supply from e first reaches f it needs to wait for
remaining items from f to leave. When supply from
i reaches f it needs to wait for items from e to pass
through first. The items from i, e, f merge together
and stream continuously out of f ; their combined sup-
ply can be treated as a supply of 46 starting at f .
• The supplies from f and h meet at g but no congestion
is caused because the capacity of (g, s) is large enough
to handle the combined stream.
• The last supply to reach s is from i which completes
evacuation at time 48.
6
Fig. 3: An illustration of evacuation of a tree to sink, s. Initial values wv are
above v. Each edge e is labelled with a (capacity, length) pair (ce, τe). The goal
is to evacuate all supplies to s. Note that the tree contains 3 different branches
containing, respectively, {a}, {b, c} and {d, e, f, g, h, i} whose evacuation times
can be calculated separately. The time required to evacuate all supplies to s
is 48, which is when the last supply from i arrives at s.
required for all of its flow supply to evacuate. The maximum of this over all v
is the minimum time required to required to evacuate all items to some exit
using the rules above. Call this the cost for S associated with the evacuation
plan and denote it by f(P, S).
The k-sink location problem is to find a subset S of size k and associated
P that minimizes f(P, S).
2.1 General problem formulation
The input will be a tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), and a positive integer k. Let n =
|Vin| = |Ein| + 1. The output will be S ⊆ Vin, |S| ≤ k, and an associated
partition P of Tin into |S| subtrees, each containing one vertex in S, that
minimizes f(P, S) over all possible such pairs.
The algorithms will not explicitly deal with the complicated mechanics of
evacuation calculations. Instead they will solve the location problem for any
minmax monotone cost f(·, ·), given an oracle for solving a one-sink problem
in which the location of the sink is pre-specified.
This level of abstraction simplifies the formulation and understanding of
the algorithms. It can also be useful for solving other similar problems.
2.1.1 Minmax monotone cost functions.
Minmax monotone cost functions are defined below. Note that this definition
is consistent with the specific properties of the evacuation problem.
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Definition 1 Let Tin = (Vin, Ein) be a tree.
Let U ⊂ V. The phrase “U is a subtree of T” will denote that the graph
induced by U in T is a subtree of T.
For any u ∈ Vin, Γ (u) = {v ∈ Vin : (u, v) ∈ inE} are the neighbors of u.
For U ⊂ Vin, Γ (U) =
⋃
u∈U Γ (u) are the neighbors of U .
A Partition of V ⊆ Vin is P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt} such that each Pi is a
subtree, ∪iPi = V , and ∀i 6= j, Pi ∩ Pj = ∅. Pi are the blocks of P.
Let S = {s1, s2, . . . , st} ⊆ V. Λ[S] will denote the set of all partitions
P = {Ps1 , Ps2 , . . . , Pst} of Vin such that ∀i, S ∩ Psi = {si}.
Nodes in Psi are assigned to the sink si. For simplicity, we often will just
say that (node) v is assigned to (sink) si.
Let f : 2Vin × Vin → [0,+∞] be an atomic cost function. f(P, s) can be
interpreted as the cost for sink s to serve the set of nodes P . This interpretation
of f imposes the following natural constraints:
1. For U ⊆ Vin, s ∈ Vin,
– if U = {s}, then f(U, s) = 0.
– if U is not a subtree of Tin, then f(U, s) = +∞.
– if s /∈ U then f(U, s) = +∞;
2. Set monotonicity
If s ∈ U1 ⊆ U2 ⊆ Vin, then f(U1, s) ≤ f(U2, s),
i.e. the cost can not decrease when a sink has to serve additional nodes.
3. Path monotonicity
Let U ⊂ Vin and s 6∈ U but S ∈ Γ (U). Then f(U ∪ {s}, s) ≥ f(U, u).
Intuitively, this means that as a sink serving U moves away from U, the
cost of servicing U can not decrease.
4. Max tree composition (Fig. 4)
Let T = (U,E′) be a subtree of Tin and s ∈ U a node with t neighbors.
Set F = {T1, ..., Tt} to be the forest created by removing s from T , and
U1, ..., Ut the respective vertices of each tree in F . Then
f(U, s) = max
1≤i≤t
f(Ui ∪ {s}, s).
The subtrees Ui will be called slices of U defined by s.
Note that 1-5 only define a cost function over one subtree and one single
sink. Function f(·, ·) is now naturally extended to work on on partitions and
sets (Fig. 1).
5. Max partition composition
∀P ∈ Λ[S], f(P, S) = max
Psi∈P
f(P, si). (1)
Definition 2 A cost function f(P, S that satisfies properties 1-5 is called
minmax monotone.
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s
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Fig. 4: Example of Max-Composition. Let U denote the complete tree. Re-
moving s creates a forest with three trees, U1, U2, U3. By definition, f(U, s) =
max{f(U1 ∪ {s}, s), f(U2 ∪ {s}, s), f(U3 ∪ {s}, s)}.
Given k > 0, the main problem will be to find an S∗ and P∗ ∈ Λ[S∗] that
satisfy
f(P∗, S∗) = min
S⊆V, |S|≤k,P∈Λ[S]
f(P, S). (2)
Our algorithms make calls directly to an oracle A that, given subtree U of
Tin and v ∈ U, computes f(U, v). As mentioned, in our case of interest, [26]
provides an O(n log2 n) oracle for general-capacity sink evacuation and [20,
p. 34] provides O(n log n) oracle for uniform-capacity sink evacuation.
Finally, later amortization arguments will require the following definition:
Definition 3 If A runs in time tA(n), then A is asymptotically subadditive if
– tA(n) = Ω(n) and is non-decreasing.
– For all nonnegative ni,
∑
i tA(ni) = O
(
tA
(∑
i ni
))
.
– tA(n+ 1) = O (tA(n))
Note that for x ≥ 1 and y ≥ 0, any function of the form nx logy n is asymp-
totically subadditive so, in particular, the oracles mentioned above are asymp-
totically subadditive.
2.2 Results
The remainder of the paper is devoted to deriving two algorithms.
The first algorithm and the majority of the paper, provides a feasibility
test, which solves a simplified, bounded-cost version of the problem. Given k
and T , determine whether there exists a k-partition with cost at most T .
Problem Bounded cost minmax k-sink
Input Tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), k ≥ 1, T ≥ 0
Output Sout ⊆ Vin and Pout ∈ Λ[Sout] s.t. |Sout| ≤ k and f(Pout, Sout) ≤ T .
If such a (Sout,Pout) pair does not exist, output ‘No’.
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The second algorithm is for the original general problem. To find the loca-
tion of k sinks that minimize the cost of a k-partition.
Problem Minmax k-sink
Input Tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), k ≥ 1
Output Sout ⊆ Vin satisfying |S| ≤ k and Pout ∈ Λ[Sout] satisfying Eq. (2)
Our first result is
Theorem 2 If A is an asymptotically subadditive algorithm for solving the
fixed 1-sink problem that runs in tA(n) time, then the bounded cost minmax
k-sink problem can be solved in time O(ktA(n) log n).
Combining this algorithm with a careful application of parametric search-
ing will yield a a solution to the general problem:
Theorem 3 If A is an asymptotically subadditive algorithm for solving the
fixed 1-sink problem that runs in tA(n) time then the minmax k-sink problem
can be solved in time O(max(k, log n)ktA(n) log2 n).
Theorem 1 follows directly from this and the 1-sink algorithms given by
[26] and [20, p. 34].
A simple modification of the 2nd algorithm will also solve the specialized
partitioning version in which the sinks are fixed in advance. We will call a
minmax monotone function relaxed if the defining f(·, ·) satisfies properties
1,2, and 4 from Section 2.1.1 but does not necessarily satisfy property 3 (path
monotonicity).2
Problem Relaxed Minmax k fixed-sink
Input Tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), S ⊆ V, |S| = k
Output Pout ∈ Λ[S] s.t. f(Pout, S) = minP∈Λ[S] f(P, S)
Theorem 4 If A is an asymptotically subadditive algorithm for solving the
fixed relaxed 1-sink problem that runs in tA(n) time and that further satisfies
tA(2n) = O(tA(n)), then the minmax k fixed-sink problem can be solved in
time O(k2tA(n) log2 n).
For the sink evacuation problem, plugging the O(n log2 n) oracle into The-
orem 4 leads to a O(nk2 log4 n) time algorithm, substantially improving upon
the previously known O(n(c log n)k+1) [26] and O(n2k log2 n) [27] algorithms
when 4 < k  n.
All the results mentioned above hold for both the discrete and the contin-
uous versions of the problem.
2 Because the sinks are predefined, they never move and path monotonicity is superfluous.
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2.3 More Applications
Although our algorithm was motivated by confluent dynamic flows it is surpris-
ingly easy to apply to unrelated problems. We provide three examples below.
The input is always a tree Tin = (Vin, Ein).
Given a tree U and center s ∈ U recall the definition of slices Ui in the
max-composition rule. The Ui were the subtrees that resulted by removing s.
Example 1: Weighted k-center
Each vertex has weight wv and each edge (u, v) has length d(u, v). For any
pair (u′, v′) 6∈ E, d(u′, v′) is the sum of the lengths of the edges on the unique
path connecting (u′, v′)
As a warm-up application we note that our algorithm immediately yields
a (non-optimal) algorithm for weighted k center by setting
f(U ∪ {s}, s) = max
u∈U
wud(s, u)
where U is a subtree, s 6∈ U but s ∈ Γ (U). This f(·, ·) satisfies the min-
max monotone cost function properties laid out in Section 2.1.1 and can be
evaluated in O(|U |) time using a breadth-first search scan of the tree. Thus
Theorem 3 yields an O(max(k, log n)kn log2 n) time algorithm for solving the
weighted k-center problem.
The algorithm above is slower than theO(n log2) algorithms of [31,11]. But,
those algorithms strongly use parametric searching in a polynomially bounded
space (costs defined by pairs of vertices). It would be difficult to modify them
to include general constraints. As illustrated below, Theorem 3 permits adding
many types of constraints without any increase in running time.
Example 2: Weight constrained weighted k-center
Now denote the weight of a subtree U ⊆ Vin by W (U) =
∑
u∈U wu.
Consider the following combination of the weighted k-center problem and
minmax weight-partitioning problem [5] that adds the constraint that the
weight of all slices is at most some fixed threshold W > 0. This W can be
viewed as a natural limit on the capacity of the service center s.
For U is a subtree, s 6∈ U but s ∈ Γ (U) set
f(U ∪ {s}, s) =
{
maxu∈U wud(s, u) if W (U) ≤W ,
∞ Otherwise (3)
This function also satisfies the minmax monotone cost function properties
and can still easily be evaluated by a breadth-first search scan of the tree in
O(|U |) time. Solving the minmax k-sink problem for this f(·, ·) function using
Theorem 3 exactly solves the weighted k-center problem in which each slice is
constrained to have weight at most W in O(max(k, log n)kn log2 n) time.
Adding additional constraints is not difficult. If dH(u, v) is defined to be
the number of edges (hop distance) on the path connecting u and v we could
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replace (3) with
f(U ∪ {s}, s) =
{
maxu∈U d(s, u) if W (U) ≤W and dH(u, v) ≤ h,
∞ Otherwise
and the algorithm now exactly solves the weighted k-center problem in which
each slice is constrained to have weight at most W and no node can be more
than h edges from a center. The running time remains the same because f(U, s)
can still be evaluated in O(|U |) time.
Example 3: Minmax range partitioning
Motivated by obtaining balanced solutions [25] discusses partitioning using
range criteria. In this problem the k sinks S are specified in the input. For
every u ∈ Vin \ S and s ∈ S, cis is a given cost of servicing u with sink s.
The range-cost of U serviced by s is
f(U, s) = max
u,v∈U
|cus − cvs|,
i.e., the difference between the maximum and minimum service costs. The
problem is to do centered k-partitioning of the tree so as to minimize the
maximum range-cost of a subtree.
[25] gives an O(k2n2) algorithm for this problem. While our algorithm can
not solve this exact problem it can solve the variation when the range-costs
are restricted to slices. That is when s 6∈ U but s ∈ Γ (U) set
f(U ∪ {s}, s) = max
u,v∈U
|cus − cvs|.
Note that this yields a relaxed minmax monotone function. Since the range-
cost can be calculated in O(|U |) time, Theorem 4 yields an O(k2n log2 n)
algorithm for finding a k-partition in which the max range-cost of a slice is
minimized, almost an order of magnitude faster than the algorithm for the
original problem,
We end by noting that the algorithm would remain valid if the range-cost
was defined by minimizing the ratio between servicing costs within a slice
rather than the absolute difference, i.e., setting
f(U ∪ {s}, s) = max
u,v∈U
cus
cvs
.
3 Useful Properties of the Discrete Bounded-Cost Problem
This section derives structural properties that will permit designing an algo-
rithm. In both this section and Section 4, k and T are fixed given values.
Definition 4
– A sink configuration is a set of sinks S = {s1, s2, . . . , st} ⊆ Vin and associ-
ated partition P = (Ps1 , Ps2 , . . . , Pst) ∈ Λ(S).
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– A feasible sink configuration is a sink configuration satisfying FS(P) ≤ T ;
S is a feasible sink placement, and P is a partition witnessing the feasibility
of S.
– An optimal feasible configuration is a feasible sink configuration (S∗,P∗)
with minimum cardinality; we write k∗ := |S∗|.
Definition 5 Let Sout = {s1, s2, . . . , st} and Pout = (Ps1 , Ps2 , . . . , Pst) be a
partition of some V ⊆ Vin such that ∀i, si ∈ Pi and f(Pi, si) ≤ T . Then
(Sout,Pout) is a partial sink configuration
Definition 6 Let S ⊆ U ⊆ V where U is a subtree of Tin. U is served by S
if, for some partition P of U , for each P ∈ P there exists s ∈ S such that
f(P, s) ≤ T .
Note that (Sout,Pout) being a partial sink configuration implies that
⋃
si∈Sout Psi
is served by Sout.
Definition 7 Let U ⊆ V be a subtree of Tin and v ∈ V (not necessarily in
U). v supports U if one of the following holds:
– If v ∈ U , then f(U, v) ≤ T .
– If v /∈ U , let Π be the set of nodes on the path from v to U , inclusive of v.
Then f(U ∪Π, v) ≤ T .
Note that if U can be served by S, then for any node in u ∈ U , {u} is
supported by some s ∈ S. The converse is not generally true.
Definition 8 Let u, v ∈ Vin. Π(u, v) denote the unique directed path from u
to v inclusive of u, v.
3.1 Greedy construction
Our algorithm greedily grows (Sout,Pout), maintaining the property that it
will always be able to be completed to be an optimal feasible configuration.
Thus, when the algorithm stops, (Sout,Pout) is either an optimal feasible con-
figuration with k∗ ≤ k, or the algorithm answers no because k∗ ≥ Sout > k.
The algorithm also maintains a Working Tree T = (V,E) containing uncom-
mitted vertices and a set S ⊆ Sout of sinks that may still have more nodes
committed to them.
At the start of the algorithm, T = Tin and (Sout,Pout) = (∅, ∅).
At each step, the algorithm will commit a subtree block Pnew ⊆ V of
previously unserviced nodes to a sink s. There will be two types of commits,
(Fig. 5) with the following properties:
– Open commit: of Pnew ⊆ V to new sink s ∈ V \ Sout. s ∈ Pnew
– s will be added to Sout.
– Ps = Pnew will be added to Pout.
– Pnew \ {s} is removed from working tree T which remains a tree.
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s1
s2
s3
s4
Ps1
Ps3
Ps2
Ps4
(a) Initial Configuration:
Sout = {s1, s2, s3, s4}, S = {s3, s4}
T
s1
s2
s3
s4
Ps1
Ps3
Ps2
Ps4
Ps5
s5
T
(b) After Open Commit:
Sout = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}, S = {s3, s4, s5}
s1
s2
s3
s4
Ps1
Ps3
Ps2
Ps4
Ps5
s5
T
(c) After Two Closed Commits:
Sout = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}, S = {s5}
Fig. 5: (a) is a partial sink current configuration. Black nodes are sinks. Gray
areas are the Ps associated with those sinks. Note that the “open” sinks S =
{s3, s4} are leaves of the working tree T. (b) is the result of an open commit
creating new sink s5 and its associated Ps5 . (c) results from two closed commits
performed on s3 and then s4. Note that s3 and s4 are now closed and will never
have any further nodes committed to them.
– s becomes a leaf of T .
– Closed commit: of Pnew ⊆ V to existing s ∈ Sout which is a leaf of T
– If Pnew 6= ∅, it contains unique neighbor of s in V.
– Pnew is merged into Ps and s will be closed;
no new blocks will henceforth be added to Ps.
– Pnew ∪ {s} is removed from T , which will remain a tree.
Algorithm 1 encapsulates the above.
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Later subsections will define the Peaking (Section 3.2) and Reaching (Sec-
tion 3.4) subroutines that, respectively, implement Open and Closed commits.
Set S = Sout ∩ V to be the current sinks in the working tree T = (V,E).
By construction, the sinks in S will all be leaves of T.
Algorithm 1 Committing block Pnew to s
1: Given Pout, Sout
2: procedure Commit(Pnew ⊆ Vin, s)
3: if s ∈ Sout then
4: Ps := Pnew ∪ Ps
5: Remove Pnew \ {s} from Working Tree T. . Closed Commit
6: else
7: Sout := Sout ∪ {s} . Open Commit
8: Create Ps := Pnew and add Ps to Pout
9: Remove Pnew ∪ {s} from Working Tree T .
10: end if
11: end procedure
The final algorithm will maintain optimality of (Sout, Pout). Informally this
means that (Sout, Pout) can be completed to an optimal (S∗,P∗). Formally
Definition 9 A partial sink configuration (Sout,Pout) is optimal relative to
Working Tree T = (V,E) if
(C1) There exists some optimal feasible sink configuration (S∗,P∗) satisfying:
(C2) Sout ⊆ S∗ and
(a) S∗ \ V = Sout \ V
(b) S = Sout ∩ V are leaves of T
(c) S∗ \ Sout ⊆ V (follows from (a) and (b))
(C3) Let P ∗s be the partition block in P∗ associated with s ∈ S∗.
(a) If s ∈ S∗ \ V then Ps = P ∗s and P ∗s ∩ V = ∅
(b) If s ∈ S, then Ps ⊆ P ∗s and P ∗s \ Ps ⊆ V
(c) If s ∈ S∗ \ Sout then P ∗s ⊆ V.
Finally, suppose that (Sout,Pout) is an optimal partial sink configuration
relative to T. Let k∗ = |S∗| and j = |Sout|. For later use we note that from
(C2) the nodes in S∗ can be ordered as follows
S∗ = {
Sout\V︷ ︸︸ ︷
s1, . . . , si,
S=Sout∩V︷ ︸︸ ︷
si+1, . . . , sj ,
S∗\Sout⊆V︷ ︸︸ ︷
sj+1, . . . , sk∗}. (4)
The intuition is that a closed commit will move a sink from S to Sout \ V
and an open commit will move a sink from S∗ \ Sout to S. (Sout,Pout).
The definitions below are both relative to the current (Sout,Pout) and T .
Definition 10 (Self-sufficiency) Fig. 6.
A subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) of T is self-sufficient if V ′ can be served by S′ =
Sout ∩ V ′.
A partition of T ′ induced by its self-sufficiency is a partition of V ′ into
blocks Ps, s ∈ S′, such that s ∈ Ps, Ps is a subtree of T ′ and f(Ps, s) ≤ T .
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T
s1
s2
s3
v
Ps1
Ps2
Ps3
T ′
Fig. 6: Self-Sufficiency. T ′ = (V ′, E′) is the tree “below” v. It contains sinks
S′ = Sout ∩ V = {s1, s2, s3}. If for i = 1, 2, 3, f(Pi, si) ≤ T , then T ′ is self-
sufficient and P1, P2, P3 is a partition of T
′ induced by its self-sufficiency.
Definition 11 (T−v(u)) Fig. 7.
Let v ∈ V be an internal node of tree T = (V,E) and u ∈ V be a neighbor of
v. Removing v from T creates a forest F−v of disjoint subtrees of T .
T−v(u) = (V−v(u), E−v(u)) denotes the unique subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈
F−v such that u ∈ V ′.
The removal of edge (u, v) splits T into T−v(u) and T−u(v). The blocks
greedily committed by the algorithm will all be self-sufficient subtrees in these
forms.
3.2 Subroutine: Peaking Criterion
The definition and lemmas below will justify a mechanism for greedily per-
forming open commits. T = (V,E) will always be the current working tree,
(Sout,Pout) will always be an optimal partial sink configuration relative to T
and S = Sout ∩ V.
Definition 12 (Peaking criterion) The ordered pair of points (u, v) ∈ V ×
V satisfies the peaking criterion (abbreviated PC) if and only if (Fig. 7)
– (u, v) ∈ E,
– T−v(u) contains no sink in S, and
– f (V−v(u), u) ≤ T but f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T .
Lemma 1 (Peaking Lemma) Let (u, v) satisfy the peaking criterion. Then
adding u to Sout and committing V−v(u) to sink u using Algorithm 1 maintains
(Sout,Pout) as an optimal partial sink configuration.
Note: This is exactly an “open commit” as defined in Section 3.1 (Fig. 5(b).
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uv
Vu = V−v(u)
Vv = V−u(v)
T
Fig. 7: Peaking criterion. Note that V is partitioned into Vv = V−v(u) and
Vu = V−v(u). Vu originally contains no sinks while Vv does (the black nodes).
If f(Vu, u) ≤ T , then u can serve Vu, so no sink is needed below u; if f(Vu ∪
{v}, v) > T , then no node in Vv can singlehandedly support Vu. This pinpoints
the position of exactly one sink to be placed at u.
Proof Let (S∗,P∗) be the feasible sink configuration given by (C1)-(C3). Set
k∗ = |S∗|, j = |Sout|. Recall from (4) that S∗ can written as
S∗ = {
Sout\V︷ ︸︸ ︷
s1, . . . , si,
S=Sout∩V︷ ︸︸ ︷
si+1, . . . , sj ,
S∗\Sout⊆V︷ ︸︸ ︷
sj+1, . . . , sk∗}.
Recall too (Fig. 7) that V can be partitioned into Vu = V−v(u) and Vv =
V−u(v). For all u′ ∈ V , let s(u′) ∈ S∗ denote the unique sink such that
u′ ∈ P ∗s(u′). From (C3), ∀u′ ∈ V , s(u′) ∈ V and Π(u′, s(u′)) lies in T as well.
Note the following properties with their justifications
P1 If u′ ∈ Vu and s(u′) ∈ Vv, then s(u′) = s(u) = s(v).
Because the path Π(s(u′), u′) passes through v and then u.
P2 If v′ ∈ Vv and s(v′) ∈ Vu, then s(v′) = s(v) = s(u).
Because the path Π(s(v′), v′) passes through u and then v.
P3 No s ∈ S∗ ∩ Vv can support Vu.
Otherwise, from P2, s = s(v). Path monotonicity then implies that v can
support Vu, contradicting that (u, v) satisfies the peaking criterion.
P4 S ∩ Vu = ∅.
Follows directly from (u, v) satisfying the peaking criterion.
P5 S∗ must contain at least one sink s ∈ (Sout \ S) ∩ Vu.
Follows directly from P3 and P4 and fact that ∀u′ ∈ V , s(u′) ∈ V .
From P5, (S∗ \ Sout) ∩ Vu 6= ∅. Without loss of generality assume that
(S∗ \ Sout) ∩ Vu = {sj+1, . . . , sr} and set
V ′ = Vu∪
 r⋃
`=j+1
P ∗`
 = Vu∪V ′′ where V ′′ =
 r⋃
`=j+1
P ∗`
 \ Vu
∪{u}.
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Because (u, v) satisfies the peaking criterion, f(Vu, u) ≤ T . We claim that
f(V ′′ ∪ {u}, u) ≤ T as well and thus f(V ′, u) ≤ T . There are two possible
cases.
Case (i): s(u) ∈ Vv.
Suppose for some v′ ∈ Vv, s(v′) ∈ Vu. Then, from P2, s(u) = s(v′), contra-
dicting the assumption. Thus, for all j < ` ≤ r, P ∗s` ⊆ Vu. Then V ′′ = {u} so
V ′ = Vu and f(V ′, u) ≤ T
Case (ii): s(u) ∈ Vu.
Since s(u) 6∈ Sout, WLOG assume s(u) = sj+1.
From P2 and C3(c), if s ∈ Vu and s 6= sj+1 then P ∗s` ⊆ Vu. Thus
V ′′ =
(
P ∗sj+1 ∩ Vv
)
∪ {u}.
By construction, V ′′ is a tree in which u is a leaf. From the fact that the path
from sj+1 to any node in Vv passes through u and path monotonicity,
f(V ′′, u) ≤ f(V ′′ ∪Π(u, sj+1), sj+1) ≤ f(P ∗sj+1 , sj+1) ≤ T .
Thus by max-composition, again
f(V ′, u) = max (f(Vu, u), f(V ′′, u)) ≤ T . (5)
In both case (i) and (ii) perform an open Commit(Vu, u), removing Vu\{u}
from T . Label these new Sout, Pout, T and S as S¯out, P¯out, T¯ = (V¯ , E¯) and S¯.
We can now see that S¯out and T¯ maintain (C1)-(C3) with the new config-
uration (S¯∗, P¯∗), where
S¯∗ = {
S¯out\V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
s1, . . . , si,
S¯=S¯out∩V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
si+1, . . . , sj , u,
S∗\S¯out⊆V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
sr+1, . . . , st},
i.e., sj+1, . . . , sr were removed and u added and, for s ∈ S¯∗,
P¯ ∗s =
{
P ∗s \ V ′ if s 6= u,
V ′ if s = u.
By construction, V ′ is a subtree and, if s 6= u, then P ∗s \ V ′ is also a subtree.
Furthermore, also by construction, ∀s ∈ S¯∗, f(P ∗s , s) ≤ T . Thus, (S¯∗, P¯∗) is
feasible. It is also optimal because (S∗,P∗) was optimal and |S¯∗| ≤ |S∗|. S¯∗
satisfies (C2) by construction and noting that u is now a sink of T¯ . (S¯∗, P¯∗)
satisfies (C3) by construction and noting that P¯u = V−v(u) ⊆ V ′ = P¯ ∗u .
Thus (S¯out, P¯out) is an optimal partial sink configuration relative to T¯ . uunionsq
The algorithm will keep attempting to add sinks by finding edges that
satisfy the peaking criterion. The next lemma, with its corollary, exactly char-
acterizes when no such edge exists and the process must stop.
Lemma 2 Suppose for some u, v, f(V−v(u)∪{v}, v) > T , and S∩V−v(u) = ∅.
Then there exists u′, v′ ∈ V−v(u) ∪ {v} satisfying the peaking criterion.
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Proof Assume by contradiction that no such pair u′, v′ exists. In particular,
this requires that (u, v) doesn’t satisfy the peaking criterion so f(V−v(u), u) >
T . This implies |V−v(u)| ≥ 2, because otherwise
f(V−v(u), {u}) = f({u}, u) = 0 ≤ T .
Max composition implies there exists some neighbor of u, η2 ∈ V−v(u), such
that f(V−u(η2) ∪ {u}, u) > T . Set η0 = v, η1 = u
Applying the above argument repeatedly with ηi, ηi−1 in the place of u, v
will generate an infinite sequence of distinct nodes η0, η1, η2, ... such that ηi+1 ∈
Vηi−1(ηi) but f(V−ηi(ηi+1) ∪ {ηi}, ηi) > T , which is impossible. uunionsq
Corollary 1 S = Sout∩V. If no pair (u, v) in V satisfy the peaking criterion,
then exactly one of the following three situations occurs:
1. S = ∅:
Then for all s ∈ V , f(V, s) ≤ T . Furthermore, for all s ∈ V, Commit(V, s)
will create an optimal feasible sink configuration (S¯out, P¯out).
2. S = {s} for some s ∈ V:
Then f(V, s) ≤ T . Furthermore, Commit(V, s) will create an optimal fea-
sible sink configuration (S¯out, P¯out).
3. |S| = |V| = 2
Let V = S = {s, s′}. Then Commit({s}, s) followed by Commit({s′}, s′)will
create an optimal feasible sink configuration (S¯out, P¯out).
4. |S| ≥ 2 and |V | > 2.
Proof Let S∗ ⊇ Sout be the optimal feasible sink placement defined by (C1)-
(C3).
(1) If S = ∅ choose any s ∈ V . Let r ∈ V be any neighbor of s. The
assumption that no edge satisfies the peaking criterion combined with Lemma
2 implies f(V−s(r) ∪ {s}, s) ≤ T . Thus, by max composition, f(V, s) ≤ T .
(C2) and (C3) imply that V must be serviced by a sink in S∗ \ Sout so
|S∗| ≥ |Sout|+ 1. On the other hand (C3) also implies ∪s′∈SoutPs′ = Vin \ V .
Thus performing Commit(V, s) creates a sink configuration that services
all nodes in Vin and has size |Sout| + 1| ≤ |S∗| and is therefore an optimal
feasible sink configuration.
(2) If S = {s}, then s is a leaf in T. Let r ∈ V be the unique neighbor of
s in V. From Lemma 2, f(V−s(r) ∪ {r}, r) ≤ T , since otherwise there exists a
pair that satisfies the peaking criterion. Since V−s(r) ∪ {s} = V, f(V, s) ≤ T .
(C2) and (C3) imply that for s′ ∈ S∗ \ {s}, Ps = P ∗s and furthermore that
∪s∈SoutPs = Vin \V . Thus performing Commit(V, s) will then set ∪s∈Sout P¯s =
(Vin \V )∪V = Vin. Since this did not change Sout and |Sout| ≤ |S∗|, Sout must
therefore be optimal.
(3) is obvious.
(4) If none of (1) (2) or (3) occur, then |S| ≥ 2 and |V | > 2. uunionsq
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Our algorithm will repeatedly place sinks using the Peaking Lemma un-
til no edge satisfying the peaking condition can be found. It maintains the
invariant that (Sout,Pout) remains optimal relative to working tree T.
Corollary 1 implies that if no edge satisfying the lemma can be found and
|S| < 2, or |S| = |V | = 2 then the resulting sink configuration constructed is
optimal.
3.3 The Hub Tree
The peaking lemma will be the only method of addding new sinks to Sout.
If the peaking criterion no longer hold for any pair (u, v) but Pout still does
not contain a full partition, another mechanism be needed to perform closed
commits of unserviced blocks to already existing sinks.
Section 3.4 introduces the Reaching Criterion for this. It will first require
defining the hub tree.
Definition 13 (Hubs) See Fig. 8.
Let T = (V,E) be the working tree and S the set of sinks in T. Recall that
nodes in S are leaves of T. Assume |S| ≥ 2, |V | > 2 and that T is rooted at
some non-sink r such that at least two of r’s children are sinks or have sink
descendants
– Let H(S) ⊆ V be the set of lowest common ancestors of all pairs of sinks
in T . The nodes in H(S) are the hubs associated with S.
– The hub tree TH(S) = (VH(S), EH(S)) is the rooted subtree of T that con-
tains all vertices and edges contained in all of the paths Π(s, r) where
s ∈ S.
– For u ∈ VH(S), set T(u) = (V(u),E(u)) to be the subtree of T rooted
(down) at u.
Definition 14 (Outstanding branches) A node w ∈ VH(S) branches out
to η if η is a neighbor of w in T that does not exist in VH(S). The subtree
T ′ := T−w(η) is called an outstanding branch; we say that T ′ is attached to w.
From the definition of the hub tree, outstanding branches contain no sinks.
Definition 15 (Bulk path) Given u, v ∈ VH(S), the bulk path BP(u, v) is
the union of path Π(u, v) with all the nodes in all outstanding branches that
are attached to any node in Π(u, v). BP(v, v) denotes the special case of the
union of v and of all the outstanding branches falling off of v.
We can now describe what occurs when the peaking criterion is inapplica-
ble.
Definition 16 (RC-viable)
T is RC-viable (with respect to S) if for every T ′ = (V ′, E′) that is an
outstanding branch attached to w ∈ VH(S), f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T .
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η
w
T ′1
T ′2
u
r
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6
s7
Fig. 8: Visualization of hub tree TH(S) with root r. Areas enclosed by dashed
lines are outstanding branches (and are not in the hub tree), filled circles
denote sinks, and unfilled circles denote hubs. BP (u,w) is the union of the
path Π(u,w) in the hub tree and the two outstanding branches T ′1 and T
′
2
along with the edges connecting T ′1, T
′
2 to the path. T (w) is the tree rooted at
w and includes everything below it, including T ′1, T
′
2 and sinks s1-s4.
Lemma 3 If no ordered pair (u, v) ∈ V × V satisfies the peaking criterion
then T is RC-viable (with respect to S).
Proof Let T ′ := (V ′, E′) = T−w(η) be an arbitrary outstanding branch at-
tached to some node w ∈ VH(S). If f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) > T then from Lemma
2, T ′ would contain an ordered pair (u, v) satisfying the peaking criterion.
Since no such pair exists, f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T . This is true for all outstanding
branches and thus T is RC-viable. uunionsq
Lemma 4 Let (Sout,Pout) be optimal relative to working tree T = (V,E)
and T is RC-viable. Then in the optimal feasible sink configuration (S∗,P∗)
referenced in Definition 9 conditions (C1)-(C3), S∗ can be assumed not to
contain any sink in an outstanding branch.
Proof Suppose S∗ did contain a sink s located in an outstanding branch of T
attached to some w ∈ VH(S). Then RC-viability implies that s could be moved
to w, not increasing the size of S∗, while maintaining the feasibility of the sink
configuration (this might require modifying P∗) and the validity of (C1)-(C3).
uunionsq
This last lemma permits assuming that all sinks in S∗ \ Sout are in VH(S).
3.4 Subroutine: Reaching Criterion
The definition and lemmas below will justify a mechanism for greedily per-
forming closed commits.
Definition 17 A node v ∈ VH(S) can evacuate to s ∈ S if f(BP(v, s), s) ≤ T .
Definition 18 (Reaching criterion) Let T be RC-viable with respect to S
and (u, v) ∈ VH(S) × VH(S) be an ordered pair of nodes. Then (u, v) satisfies
the Reaching Criterion (RC) if and only if (Fig. 9)
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v
u
V−v(u)
BP(v, v)
s
Fig. 9: Reaching criterion. Filled circles are sinks, unfilled circles are hubs,
triangles are outstanding branches. V−v(u) is the light gray area; BP (v, v) is
the dark gray area; it contains v and the outstanding branches falling off of
it. If T is RC-viable, sinks never need to be placed in outstanding branches. If
T−v(u) is self-sufficient, then T−v(u) can be evacuated to the sinks in V−v(u).
If BP (v, v) ∪ V−v(u) is not self-sufficient, RC-viability implies that v will not
be served by any sink s ∈ V−v(u) because assigning v to sink s ∈ T−v(u) would
force all nodes in BP (v, v) to also be assigned to s. This would be infeasible
unless a new sink was placed in T−v(u). But this new sink should better be
placed at v, because v could also serve any outstanding branch attached to it
(due to RC-viability), obviating the need to assign v to s.
– v is the parent of u in TH(S),
– T−v(u) is self-sufficient and
– BP(v, v) ∪ V−v(u) is not self-sufficient.
Lemma 5 (Reaching Lemma) Let T be RC-viable with respect to S and
(u, v) satisfies the reaching criterion.
Partition T−v(u) into the subtrees induced by by the corresponding sinks in
V−v(u) ∩ S as implied by the self-sufficiency of T−v(u) (Definition 10). Using
Algorithm 1 commit those subtrees to the blocks associated with those sinks.
This process maintains (Sout,Pout) as an optimal partial sink configuration.
Note: The commits performed above are closed commits on leaf sinks in T−v(u)
as defined in Section 3.1. Fig. 5(c).
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 1 simplify by writing Vu = V−v(u) and Vv =
V−u(v) and recalling that V = Vu ∪ Vv. Furthermore, for every node u ∈ V ,
set s(u) ∈ S∗ to denote the unique sink such that u ∈ P ∗s(u).
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Let (S∗,P∗) be a feasible sink configuration given by (C1)-(C3), k∗ = |S∗|
and j = |Sout|. Recall from (4) that S∗ can be written as
S∗ = {
Sout\V︷ ︸︸ ︷
s1, . . . , si,
S=Sout∩V︷ ︸︸ ︷
si+1, . . . , sj ,
S∗\Sout⊆V︷ ︸︸ ︷
sj+1, . . . , sk∗}.
Without loss of generality assume that S ∩ Vu = {si+1, . . . , sr} with r ≤ j.
For i < ` ≤ r let Pnew(s`) be the nodes in Vu that evacuate to s` as implied
by the self-sufficiency of T−v(u). By definition, ∪i<`≤r (Pnew(s`) ∪ {s`}) = Vu
and, ∀`, f(Pnew(s`), s`) ≤ T .
We claim that (S∗,P∗) satisfies the 3 properties below (or if it doesn’t, it
can be replaced by a new (S∗,P∗) that does).
Property 1: s(v) 6∈ Vu.
Suppose s(v) ∈ Vu. The non self-sufficiency of BP (V, u)∪ V−v(u) implies that
S∗ ∩ Vu must then include some sink s′ 6∈ S and (C3)(c) implies that Ps′ ⊆ V.
In S∗, replace s′ with v and modify P∗ as follows:
P ∗s :=

(
P ∗s \ Vu
)
∪ Pnew(s) ∪ {s`} if s = s` where i < ` ≤ r
P ∗s′ \ Vu if s = v
P ∗s Otherwise
By construction this modified (S∗,P∗) is also an optimal feasible sink config-
uration, maintains (C1)-(C3) and has s(v) = v ∈ Vv.
Property 2: If v′ ∈ Vv then s(v′) ∈ Vv.
If s(v′) ∈ Vv, then v ∈ Π(v′, s(v′)) so s(v) = s(v′) ∈ Vv, contradicting Property
1.
Property 3: If u′ ∈ Vu and s(u′) ∈ Vv then s(u′) = s(v).
If s(u′) ∈ Vv then v ∈ Π(u′, s(u′)) so s(u′) = s(v).
We now prove the Lemma by creating a new optimal feasible sink configu-
ration (S¯∗, P¯∗) for which (C1)-(C3) will be correct. First set S¯∗ := S∗. Then
(possibly) reallocate the nodes in Vu by creating a new P¯∗ as follows:
P¯ ∗s` :=

(
P ∗s` \ Vu
)
∪ Pnew(s`) ∪ {s`} if i < ` ≤ r
P ∗s` \ Vu if s` = s(v)
P ∗s` Otherwise
From Property 1, if s` = s(v) then ` 6∈ [i + 1, r] so this formula is well-
defined. Also from Property 1, P ∗s(v) \ Vu is a tree (since the nodes in Vu are
removed from P ∗s(v) by removing the single edge (u, v)).
Now consider i < ` ≤ r. From Property 2, P ∗s` contains no nodes in Vv so(
P ∗s` \ Vu
)
∪ {s`} is a tree. Since, by construction, each Pnew(s`) ∪ {s`} is a
tree, each
(
P ∗s` \ Vu
)
∪ Pnew(s`) ∪ {s`} is also a subtree. Thus, all of the P¯ ∗s`
are trees.
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The only nodes that are reallocated in the move from the P ∗s` to the P¯
∗
s`
are nodes in Vu. From Property 3 the only sinks that serve nodes in Vu are the
ones in Vu and, possibly, s(v). Since ∪i<`≤rPnew(s`) = Vu\S the P¯ ∗s` then form
a legal partition. Thus (S∗, P¯∗) forms an optimal feasible sink configuration
and (Sout,Pout) is optimal relative to (S∗, P¯∗) . It is technically feasible that
for some `, P¯ ∗s` = ∅ after the reallocation. This can not happen though because
removing this s` from S¯
∗ would create a smaller feasible solution, contradicting
the optimality of S∗.
Now, for every i < ` ≤ r perform the closed Commit(Pnew(s`), s`) and
let (S¯out, P¯out) = (Sout, P¯out) be the final resulting partial sink configuration.
Label the new T and S as T¯ = (V¯ = Vv, E¯) and S¯. For completeness we note
that S∗ can now be appropriately partitioned as
S∗ = {
Sout\V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
s1, . . . , si, si+1, . . . , sr,
S¯=Sout∩V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
sr+1, . . . , sj ,
S∗\Sout⊆V¯︷ ︸︸ ︷
sj+1, . . . , sk∗}.
To conclude, it follows directly by the construction (S¯out, P¯out) is optimal
relative to (S∗, P¯∗). uunionsq
It is important to note that after T−v(u) is removed by the reaching crite-
rion, the remaining tree T might no longer be RC-viable. The peaking criterion
would need to be checked again on T, in order to reimpose RC-viability.
3.4.1 Testing for self-sufficiency.
Self-sufficiency is expensive to test. The following specialization will be more
efficient to use:
Definition 19 (Recursive self-sufficiency)
Let v ∈ VH(S). Recall that T (v) = (V (v), E(v)) is the subtree of T rooted
at v. T (v) is recursively self-sufficient if for all u ∈ VH(S) ∩ V (v), T (u) is
self-sufficient.
Recursive self-sufficiency can be tested in a bottom-up manner.
Lemma 6 Let v ∈ VH(S) such that T (v) is a RC-viable rooted subtree of T.
1. Let u ∈ VH(S) be a child of v such that
(i) T (u) = T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient, and
(ii) there is a sink s ∈ S ∩ V−v(u) such that v can evacuate to s.
Then BP (v, v) ∪ T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient.
2. Now suppose that in addition to the existence of u as in (1),
for every child u′ of v in VH(S), T (u′) = T−v(u′) is recursively self-sufficient.
Then T (v) is recursively self-sufficient.
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Algorithm 2 Finding partition for recursively self-sufficient trees
1: T ′ = (V ′, E′), rooted at v ∈ V ′, sinks S′ ⊆ V ′ . T ′ is recursively self-sufficient wrt S′
2: W : V ′ → S′, where W (u) is a witness to Lemma 6 for subtree rooted at u
3: {Ps : s ∈ S′}, a collection of sets, all initialized to empty
4: T0 := T ′ . We will delete nodes from T0, so T0 may become a forest
5: while T0 is non-empty do
6: T ′0 := arbitrary connected component of T0, viewed as rooted subtree of T
′
7: v := root of T ′0
8: s := W (v)
9: Ps := Ps ∪ BP(v, s)
10: Remove all nodes in BP(v, s) from T0
11: end while
12: {Ps : s ∈ S′} is a partition witnessing self-sufficiency of T ′
Proof v is the only node in VH(S) that is inBP (v, v)∪T−v(u) but not in T−v(u).
Thus, from the recursive self-sufficiency of T−v(u), to prove (1) it suffices to
prove that BP (v, v) ∪ T−v(u) itself is self-sufficient. Recall that v being able
to evacuate to sink s means that BP (v, s) is supported by s. Consider the
remaining rooted graph induced by V−v(u)\BP (v, s). This is a rooted forest.
By the recursive self-sufficiency of T−v(u), each rooted tree in this forest is
self-sufficient. (1) follows.
To prove (2), similarly note that since every child of v in TH(S) is recursively
self-sufficient every node v′ ∈ VH(S)∩V (v) except for v must satisfy that T (v′)
is self-sufficient. It thus suffices to prove that T (v) itself is self-sufficient.
From (1) it is already know that BP (v, v) ∪ V−v(u) is self-sufficient. Note
that removing BP (v, v)∪V−v(u)from T (v) leaves a rooted forest in which the
root of each forest is a child u′ of v in T (v). Since each such tree T (u′) is given
to be self-sufficient, all of T (v) is self-sufficient. uunionsq
If Lemma 6 (1) holds we say that s is a witness to Lemma 6 for T (v)
and store this witness at v. If we do this for every recursively self-sufficient
subtree then, from the proof of Lemma 6, it is easy to retrieve in O(|V ′|) time
a partition P ′ of T ′ that witnesses the self-sufficiency of T ′. See Algorithm 2.
Recursive self-sufficiency will provide an efficient test for the reaching cri-
terion via the following immediate corollary to Lemma 6:
Corollary 2 Let v ∈ VH(S) such that T (v) is a RC-viable rooted subtree of
T. Let ui, i = 1, . . . , j be the children of v in TH(s) and assume that all the
T−v(ui) are recursively self-sufficient. Then exactly one of the following two
cases must occur
(i) ∃i, such that for all sinks s ∈ S in T−v(ui), f(BP (v, s), s) > T .
⇒ (ui, v) satisfies the reaching criterion.
(ii) ∀i, there exists s ∈ S in T−v(ui) such that f(BP (v, s), s) ≤ T .
⇒ T (v) is recursively self-sufficient.
The algorithm can walk up the hub-tree from its leafs (sinks), testing re-
cursive self-sufficiency using case (ii) of the corollary. This only fails if case
(i) is encountered, yielding a (ui, v) pair satisfying the reaching criterion. The
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process also terminates if it reaches r and finds that T (r) = T is recursively
self-sufficient but in that case the algorithm itself terminates because T can
be supported by S. This automatically leads to the next corollary
Corollary 3 Let T be RC viable. Then one of the following two cases must
occur
(i) ∃(u, v) ∈ EH(S), v the parent of u, that satisfies the reaching criterion
(ii) T is recursively self-sufficient and can be fully evacuated to the nodes in S.
3.5 The Evolution of the Hub Tree
We have seen how, when the peaking criterion can no longer be applied, the
working tree T = (V,E) is RC-viable with respect to S = V ∩ Sout. Let
TH(S) = (VH(S), EH(S)) be the directed hub-tree with root r.
From Corollary 3, either T itself is recursively self-sufficient (and the algo-
rithm terminates) or there exists some (u, v) in TH(s) that satisfies the reaching
criterion. This permits removing the tree T−v(u) rooted at u, resulting in a
new tree T¯ . Since T¯ might no longer be RC-viable it needs to be checked again
for the peaking criterion.
The remainder of this subsection examines what can happen next. It will
show that if T¯ does not remain RC-viable then there is exactly one edge, lying
on a very specific known path, that satisfies the peaking criterion. The removal
of this edge will result in a new RC-viable T¯ . Deriving this will require the
following definitions:
Definition 20 In what follows u, v ∈ VH(S). See Fig. 10.
– Set p(u) to be the parent of u.
Note that r has no parent and ∀u ∈ VH(S) \ {r}, p(u) ∈ VH(S).
– Set pH(u) to be the lowest hub -node on path Π(p(u), r).
pH(u) is the hub-parent of u.
– Recall that T (v) = (V (v), E(v)) is the directed subtree of T rooted at v.
Set S(v) to be the sinks in T (v) that can support the bulk path from v
S(v) = {s ∈ S ∩ V (v) : f(BP (v, s), s) ≤ T }.
Furthermore, with each s ∈ S(v) associate the child of v whose subtree
contains s, i.e.,
uv(s) = unique u such that p(u) = v and s ∈ V (u).
Lemma 7 Let TH(S) be rooted at r and suppose (u, v) satisfies the reaching
criterion. Set
h =
{
v if v a hub in TH(S),
pH(v) otherwise.
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h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
h7 h8
h9 h10 h11
h12 h13
h14
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
Fig. 10: A labeled hubtree TH(S). Solid nodes are the sinks in S; unfilled
nodes are hubs. Triangles are outstanding branches. p(u1) = u2. pH(u1) = h7.
Π(h9, h13) is the path h9, u3, u4, u5, h13.
Furthermore, if h 6= v set
v′ = immediate child of h such that v ∈ V−h(v′).
We partition the possibilities into 7 different scenarios as described below
– (1), (2a), (2b), (2ci), (2cii), (2ciii), (2civ) – and state the behavior in each
separately:
(1) h 6= v and f(V−h(v′) ∪ {h}, h) > T .
(2) h = v or h 6= v and f(V−h(v′) ∪ {h}, h) ≤ T .
(2a) h has at least three children in TH(S).
(2b) h has exactly two children in TH(S) and h 6= r .
(2c) h has exactly two children in TH(S) and h = r:
Let h′ be the unique remaining hub-node such that pH(h′) = r
and set v′′ = p(h′).
(2ci) f(V−h′(v′′) ∪ {h′}, h′) ≤ T and h′ is not a sink.
(2cii) f(V−h′(v′′) ∪ {h′}, h′) > T and h′ is not a sink.
(2ciii) f(V−h′(v′′) ∪ {h′}, h′) ≤ T and h′ is a sink.
(2iv) f(V−h′(v′′) ∪ {h′}, h′) > T and h′ is a sink.
Let (S¯out, P¯out), T¯ , S¯ be the result after applying the Reaching Lemma to
(u, v), removing T−v(u) and committing its nodes to the sinks in S′ = {s ∈
S ∩ V−v(u)}.
Let (S¯out, P¯out), T¯ , S¯ then be the result after applying the next peaking
phase. T¯H(S¯) is the new hub tree that results. All other variables will be re-
named accordingly.
The results in the 7 scenarios then satisfy (See Figs. 11 and 12):
– Case 1: T¯ is not RC-viable relative to S¯.
Then some edge (u′, p(u′)) ∈ Π(v, h) is the unique edge that satisfies the
peaking criterion for T¯ , S¯. Furthermore, after (open) Commit(V¯−p(u′)(u′), u′)
creates (S¯out, P¯out), T¯ , S¯
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h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
h7 h8
h9 h10 h11
h12 h13
h14
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u7
u8
u6
(a)
h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
h7 h8
u = h9 h10 h11
h12 h = h13
h14
u1
u2
v = u3
u4
u5
u7
u8
u6
(b)
h1 h2 h3 h4
h7 h8
h10 h11
h12 h = h13
h14
u1
u2
u4
u5
u7
u8
u6
(c)
h1 h2 h3 h4
h7 h8
h10 h11
h12 h = h13
h14
u1
u2
u4
u5
u7
u8
u6
(d)
u3
u9 u9
Fig. 11: Illustration of the hub tree evolution in Lemma 7. Note that outstand-
ing branches are not drawn. (a) is the original hub tree. (b) illustrates the edge
(h9, u3) satisfying the reaching criterion. The circled subtree and dotted edge
(h9, u3) are then removed and h = h13. If f(V−h13(u5) ∪ {h13}, h13) > T then
some edge on Π(u3, h13) satisfies the peaking criterion so the only change
to the hub tree is exactly one new sink being added on on Π(u3, h13) (with
the subtree below it removed). This is Case 1 and is illustrated in (c). If
f(V−h13(u5)∪{h13}, h13) ≤ T and h had at least three children then Π(u3, h13)
becomes an outstanding branch as in (d). This is case 2(a).
– New hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−p(u′)(u
′) removed and
• Node u′ added back as sink.
– Case 2a: T¯ is RC-viable relative to S¯.
– New hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−v(u) removed.
– Case 2b: T¯ is RC-viable relative to S¯.
– New hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−v(u) removed
– h remains as node in TH(S) but is no longer a hub.
– Case 2ci: T¯ is RC-viable relative to S¯.
– New hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−v(u) removed and re-
rooted at h′.
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u5
h1 h2 h3 h4
h7 h8
h10 h11
h = h12 h13
h14
u1
u2
u4
u5
u = u7
v = u8
u6
(e)
h1 h2
u = h7 h10 h11
h12 h13
h14
u1
u2
u4
u5u8
(f)
h10 h11
h12 h′ = h13
h = h14
u4
(g)
u9 v = u9
u9
u5
h10 h11
h12 h′ = h13
h = h14
u4
(h) u′
v′
v′′
v′′ v′′
v′v′
u8 u8
Fig. 12: Continuation of the cases in Lemma 7. (e) is the initial hub-tree.
V−u8(u7) and edge (u7, u8) are now removed using the reaching criterion
so v′ = u8 and h = h12. (f) illustrates the situation when f(V−h12(u8) ∪
{h12}, h12) ≤ T so Π(u8, h12) becomes an outstanding branch. Since h12 is
not the root and originally only had two hub children the hub tree remains
the same except that h12 is no longer a hub. This is case 2(b). Next, starting
from (f), V−u9(h7) and edge (h7, u9) are removed using the reaching criterion.
h′ = h13 will now become the new root of the hub tree. If path Π(u9, h13)
does not contain any edge satisfying the peaking criterion then Π(u9, h13)
together with its outstanding branches becomes an outstanding branch. This
is case 2(c)(i) and illustrated in (g). If path Π(u9, h13) does contain an edge
(u′, p(u′)) satisfying the peaking criterion then Π(u′, h13) becomes a path in
the new hub tree. This is case 2(c)(ii), illustrated in (h). Note that the node
v′′ can be anywhere on Π(u9, h13), including on Π(h14, h13). The remaining
two cases 2(c)(iii) and 2(c)(iv) are simpler and not illustrated.
– Case 2cii: Some edge (u′, p(u′)) ∈ Π(v, h′) is the unique edge that satisfies
the peaking criterion for T¯ , S¯. Furthermore, after (open) Commit(V¯−p(u′)(u′), u′)
creates (S¯out, P¯out), T¯ , S¯
– New hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−p(u′)(u
′) removed and
• re-rooted at h′,
• with new hub u′ added as a sink.
– Case 2ciii: V is fully served by h′, so V¯ = ∅ and algorithm terminates.
– Case 2civ: Some edge (u′, p(u′)) ∈ Π(v, h′) is the unique edge that satisfies
the peaking criterion for T¯ , S¯. Furthermore, after (open) Commit(V¯−p(u′)(u′), u′)
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creates (S¯out, P¯out), T¯ , S¯ with |S¯| = 2. Then exactly one of the following
two cases occur
– S¯ = V¯ = {u′, h′} and algorithm terminates after performing Commit({u′}, u′)
and Commit({h′}, h′), or
– |V¯ | > 2 and new hub tree T¯H(S¯) is TH(S) with all nodes in T−p(u′)(u′)
removed and tree re-rooted at v′′.
Furthermore for all non-terminating cases, for all nodes w ∈ V¯ H(S¯),
S¯(w) =
{
S(w) \ S′ In cases 2a, 2b and 2ci
(S(w) \ S′) ∪ I(w, u′) In cases 1, 2cii and 2civ (6)
where
I(w, u′) =
{ {u′} If u′ ∈ T¯ (w) and f(B¯P (w, u′), u′) ≤ T
∅ otherwise (7)
Proof See Figs. 11 and 12.
Suppose (u, v) satisfies the reaching criterion and subtree T−v(u) is re-
moved from T resulting in T¯ .
First assume that h 6= v. With the exception of the edges on Π(v, h), all
other edges in T¯ still either have a sink beneath them or are on an outstanding
branch. Thus, any edge that satisfies the peaking criterion must be on Π(v, h).
Furthermore, if any edge (u′, p(u′)) ∈ Π(v, h) satisfies the peaking criterion
and a sink is placed on u′, no other edge on Π(v, h) can then satisfy the
peaking criterion. So, at most one edge may satisfy the peaking criterion after
the removal of T−v(u).
Case 1: If f(V−h(v′)∪{h}, h) > T , Lemma 2 states that such an edge (u′′, v′′)
satisfying the peaking criterion must exist so the Lemma is correct for Case 1.
Case 2:
If h 6= v and f(V−h(v′) ∪ {h}, h) ≤ T , then by definition, the branch
containing Π(v, h) that falls off of h becomes an outstanding branch falling
off of h. Practically, this is equivalent to removing the edges on path Π(v, h)
from the hub tree.
If h = v the path Π(v, h) is just the vertex v. So Π(v, h) contains no edges
and the situation is now the same as the previous paragraph, i.e., the (non-
existent) edges on path Π(v, h) are trivially removed. Thus h = v and h 6= v
with f(V−h(v′) ∪ {h}, h) ≤ T result in the same type of structure.
Case 2a: If h originally had at least three children in TH(S), then h still retains
at least two children containing sink leaves below it. Thus h remains a hub.
As noted above, the path Π(v, h) (if it exists) is an outstanding branch and
therefore does not contain any edge satisfying the peaking criterion. Since all
edges satisfying the peaking criterion must lie on the path no such edges exist.
Thus the lemma is correct for Case 2(a).
Next assume that h originally had two children in TH(S). h now only has
one branch below it that contains a sink. So h is no longer a hub. This splits
into cases 2b and 2c.
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Case 2b: If h 6= r then pH(h) exists and remains a hub because all of its old
branches containing sinks still contain sinks. Again, the only possible location
for an edge that satisfies the peaking criterion would be on the branch that
contained Π(v, h) (if it exists) but since this is now an outstanding branch,
no such edge exists. Thus the lemma is correct for Case 2(b).
Case 2c: h = r, now only has one branch (the one that did not contain u)
containing sinks, so it is no longer a valid root for the hub tree. Consider the
tree as being re-rooted at h′. The old subtree rooted at h′ remains rooted at
h′. In addition, h′ is now the root for the path Π(v, h′). Note that all branches
falling off Π(v, h′) are outstanding branches because of T ’s RC-viability. Thus
the only possible edges that could satisfy the peaking criterion are on Π(v, h′).
Case 2ci: No edge on Π(v, h′) can satisfy the peaking criterion and thus the
lemma is correct for Case 2(c)(i).
Case 2cii: Lemma 2 implies that an edge satisfying the peaking criterion must
exist on Π(v, h). Furthermore, similar to the argument in Case 1, only one
such edge can exist and thus the lemma is correct for Case 2(c)(ii).
Case 2ciii: No edge on Π(v, h′) can satisfy the peaking criterion and thus h′
serves all of V.
Case 2civ: Lemma 2 implies that an edge satisfying the peaking criterion must
exist on Π(v, h). Similar to the argument in Cases 1 and 2cii, only one such
edge can exist. Thus, the one new sink u′ is created so S¯ = {u′, h′}. If S¯ = V¯
then the algorithm terminates as in Corollary 1(3). Otherwise v′′ is on the
path conecting the two sinks and thus the lemma is correct for Case 2(c)(iv).
Finally, again by checking the cases individually, it is easy to derive by
definition that (6) and (7) correctly state the new values for S¯(w). uunionsq
Lemma 7 implies that after the Reaching Lemma is applied, at most one
edge in the remaining working tree T , located on an easily identifiable path, can
satisfy the peaking criterion before T becomes RC-viable again. Furthermore,
the new resulting hub tree can be constructed easily from the old one.
4 Designing an Algorithm for The Discrete Bounded Cost Problem
Combining the pieces from Section 3 yields a generic algorithm for solving the
discrete bounded-cost problem. This is shown in Algorithm 3.
This algorithm initializes by setting (Sout,Pout) = (∅, ∅), T := (V,E) :=
Tin and S = Sout ∩ V = ∅. This (Sout,Pout) is trivially optimal relative to T.
The algorithm then attempts to find edge (u, v) that satisfies the peaking
criterion. Every time it finds such an edge it performs an open commit. From
Lemma 1, this maintains (Sout,Pout) as being optimal relative to T.
If adding a sink via the peaking criterion ever sets |Sout| > k, the algorithm
reports that no feasible sink configuration exists. If no edge satisfying the
criterion can be found and |S| = |Sout ∩ V | < 2 then the algorithm finds an
optimal feasible configuration using Corollary 1. More specifically
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Algorithm 3 Generic Bounded cost algorithm
1: T := (V,E) := Tin
2: S := Sout = ∅,Pout := ∅.
3:
4: procedure Peaking.Phase
5: while Some edge (u, v) ∈ E satisfies Peaking Condition do . Lemma 1
6: Commit(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, s)
7: end while
8: if S = {s} for some s ∈ S then . Corollary 1
9: Commit(V, s).
10: else if S = ∅ then . Corollary 1
11: Choose any v ∈ V and Commit(V, v).
12: else if V = S = {s, s′} then . Corollary 1
13: Commit({s}, s) and Commit({s′}, s′).
14: end if
15: if |Sout| > k then
16: BREAK and Return “Infeasible”
17: end if
18: end procedure
19:
20: procedure Reaching.Phase
21: if ∃(u, v) ∈ EH(S) that satisfies Reaching Condition then . Lemma 5
22: Remove V−v(u) from T
23: Commit blocks for V−v(u)
24: else . T is recursively self-sufficient
25: Commit all of V to S . Corollary 3
26: end if
27: end procedure
28:
29: . Start Algorithm
30: Peaking.Phase
31:
32: while Tree T is not empty do
33: Create Hub Tree TH(S) from T, S
34: Reaching.Phase
35: if Tree T is not empty then
36: Peaking.Phase
37: end if
38: end while
39: Output Sout, Pout
– if |S| = 0 then Commit(V, v) for any v ∈ V
– if S = {s} then Commit(V, s) and the algorithm concludes with (Sout,Pout)
being an optimal feasible configuration for the original Tin.
If no edge satisfying the peaking criterion exists and |Sout| ≥ 2 then T is
RC-viable. The algorithm then attempts to find an edge satisfying the reaching
criterion. If it succeeds, it performs the corresponding closed commits and
returns to trying to find an edge satisfying the peaking criterion. By Lemma 5
this maintains (Sout,Pout) as being optimal relative to T. If no edge satisfying
the reaching criterion exists, then by Corollary 3, T can be fully committed
to the sinks in S; the resulting sink configuration (Sout,Pout) is an optimal
feasible configuration for the original Tin.
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The algorithm described is generic because it does not specify an order or
methods for finding edges that satisfy the peaking or reaching criteria. The
remainder of this section develops efficient techniques for both. It proceeds as
follows:
4.1.1 Implementation of the first peaking phase via a tree centroid decomposition
4.1.2 Implementation of all other peaking phases.
4.2 Creation of the hub tree after a peaking phase
4.3 Implementation of the reaching phase after constructing the hub tree.
The decomposition into these parts will make it easier to apply parametric
searching in section 5 to solve the Minmax k-sink problem.
4.1 Implementing the Peaking Phase
4.1.1 The First Peaking Phase via Tree Centroid Decomposition.
The peaking phase checks the peaking criterion on all possible directed3 edges
(u, v), committing V−v(u) to Su if appropriate. Explicitly checking every edge
would require O(n) oracle calls. This subsection develops a method that only
requires O(log n) (amortized) oracle calls plus O(n log n+ nk) extra work for
the first peaking phase. Section 4.1.2 will then show how to implement each
subsequent peaking phase using O(log n) (actual) oracle calls plus O(nk) total
extra work over all the remaining phases.
We start by noting that information garnered when checking an edge for
the peaking criterion will often imply that many other edges will not satisfy the
criterion and therefore need not be tested. The algorithm will take advantage of
this and create an order for checking the edges – based on a recursive centroid
decomposition of Tin - that will essentially guarantee that either many calls will
not have to be made OR that the average size of an oracle call will be small.
The asymptotic subadditivity of the oracle A will then yield an amortized
running time of the first peaking stage equivalent to O log n) oracle calls.
Definition 21 Let (u, v) be any directed edge.
(i) (u, v) satisfies Condition L1 if
f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > f(V−v(u), u) > T . (8)
(ii) (u, v) satisfies Condition L2 if
f(V−v)(u), u) ≤ f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) ≤ T . (9)
Definition 22 (Fig. 13) Let u be a neighbor of v and u′ a neighbor of v′ Then
– Directed edge (u′, v′) is above directed edge (u, v) if v is on path Π(u, u′)
and u′ is on path Π(v, v′).
– Directed edge (u′, v′) is below directed edge (u, v) if (u, v) is above (u′, v′).
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v v′u u′
Fig. 13: Edge (u′, v′) is above (u, v). Edge (u, v) is below (u′, v′).
Lemma 8 Let (u, v) be a directed edge. Then, one of the following three cases
must hold with the corresponding consequences.
(i) (u, v) satisfies L1. Then all edges (u′, v′) above (u, v) satisfy L1.
(ii) (u, v) satisfies L2. Then all edges (u′, v′) below (u, v) satisfy L2.
(iii) (u, v) does not satisfy L1 or L2. Then (a) (u, v) satisfies the peaking cri-
terion, (b) all edges (u′, v′) above (u, v) satisfy L1 and (c) all edges (u′, v′)
below (u, v) satisfy L2.
Proof Follows immediately from the definitions and path monotonicity. uunionsq
Lemma 9 If at anytime during the first peaking phase edge (u′, v′) satisfies
either L1 or L2, (u′, v′) will never satisfy the peaking condition anytime later
during the first peaking phase.
Proof First suppose that (u′, v′) satisfied L1 at some time. If T−v′(u′) never
changes during the phase then (8) will remain satisfied and (u′, v′) will never
satisfy the peaking criterion. T−v′(u′) can only change during the phase if
a sink is committed inside V−v(u). But sinks are never removed during the
phase so if a sink is placed in V−v(u), (u′, v′) will still not be able to satisfy
the peaking criterion during the phase.
Now suppose that (u′, v′) satisfies L2 at some time. If T−v′(u′) never
changes during the phase then (9) will remain satisfied and (u′, v′) will never
satisfy the peaking criterion nor will any edge below it. The only way for
T−v′(u′) to change in this case is for some sink to be placed above it and re-
move iT−v′(u′). But, once it is removed (u, v) will obviously never again satisfy
the peaking condition. uunionsq
At the start of the first peaking phase all edges will be initialized and
marked as U(nknown).
Whenever a (u, v) is tested for the peaking criterion, one of the three cases
in Lemma 8 will occur. If case (i), label all edges (u′, v′) above (u, v) as L1. If
case (ii), label all edges (u′, v′) below (u, v) as L2. If case (iii) do both before
removing the edge and committing T−v(u) to u.
After labelling an edge L1 use Breadth-First Search to label all edges above
it as L1 as well. If the procedure ever encounters an edge already labelled L1
it does not continue past that edge (since all of the edges above it were already
3 It thus needs to check each edge in the tree twice; once in each direction.
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labelled L1). Thus the total time to mark edges as L1 in the phase is O(n).
A similar analysis shows that the total time required to mark edges as L2 in
the phase is also O(n).
The algorithm will check the edges in (u, v) in a special order to be defined
below. When checking an edge (u, v) it first checks whether it is already marked
as L1 or L2. If it is, it skips it since from Lemma 9, it doesn’t satisfy the
peaking criterion. Only if (u, v) is still marked U does the algorithm actually
run the oracle to evaluate f(V−v(u), u) and f(V−v(u)∪ v, v) After completing
the calculation it marks further edges using Lemma 8 and then performs a
commit if required.
Recall that the centroid ρ(T ) of a tree T with n nodes is a node u such
that all subtrees falling off of u contain ≤ n/2 nodes. A centroid exists and
can be found in O(n) time [23]. The algorithm will use a standard recursive
centroid decomposition process to specify the edge checking order.
The process creates two sequences Fi and Li, containing, respectively,
forests of trees, and sets of vertices. For node u ∈ Vin, let N (u) denote the set
of neighbors of u in the full working tree T = Tin.
Stage i = 0 : Set F0 = {Tin}.
Stage i, i > 0 : Initialize Li := ∅ and Fi = ∅.
For every tree T ′ in the forest Fi−1,
Remove ρ(T ′) from T ′, resulting in a forest of subtrees
Move the resulting forest of subtrees into Fi
Add ρ(T ′) into Li.
This processes terminates when Ft is empty. Note that every v ∈ V is
chosen as the centroid of exactly one tree in this process so the Li are a
partition of V. Set Wj =
⋃j
i=1 Li. Note that Wt = Vin.
From the definition of a centroid, trees in Fi all have size ≤ n/2i so t =
O(log n). Furthermore, the trees in Fi are disjoint so each stage requires only
O(n) time and the entire decomposition uses O(n log n) time.
The peaking phase will now process the edges in E by examining i =
1, 2, . . . , t in order and, for every v ∈ Li, checking all (u, v) where u ∈ N(v).
Since Wt = V, this checks all edges.
See Algorithm 4. When edge (u, v) is encountered in line 5, the algorithm
first determines if it is still marked U. If it is, the algorithm saves it in set E′i
and performs the appropriate oracle calls but defers the actual checking of the
peaking condition to later in the stage.4.
Lines 12-14 check for the degenerate case in which the current tree centroid
v = ρ(T ′) can support Tin. Since T can be served by just the one sink v, the
algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, the algorithm examines the results of the oracle calls on edges
in E′i, applying Lemma 8 to appropriately label edges as L1 or L2 and then
4 (u, v) could have been checked immediately. The deferment is introduced to simplify the
later use of parametric searching in Section 5.
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applying the Peaking Lemma to the edges that satisfy the criterion to create
new sinks and commit blocks to them.
Algorithm 4 Processing the edges, stage by stage
1: Perform the tree centroid decomposition process defined in the text
2: for i = 1 to t do . Stage i. Checks (u, v) for v ∈ Li.
3: Set E′i = ∅
4: for all v ∈ Li do . Process all centroids v = ρ(T ′) for some T ′ ∈ Fi−1
5: for all u ∈ N (v) do
6: if (u, v) is marked U then
7: Add (u, v) to E′i
8: Evaluate a(u, v) = f(V−v(u), u), and b(u, v) = f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v)
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: for all v ∈ Li do . Checks for degeneracy condition (11)
13: if ∀u ∈ N (v), (u, v) ∈ E′i and b(u, v) ≤ T then
14: Commit V to v and terminate the algorithm.
15: end if
16: end for
17: for (u, v) ∈ E′i do . Mark edges appropriately and check peaking condition
18: Apply Lemma 8 appropriately based on whether a(u, v) ≤ T and b(u, v) > T
19: if a(u, v) ≤ T and b(u, v) > T then . (u, v) satisfies peaking Criterion
20: apply Peaking Lemma to commit V−v(u) to u
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
We now examine the running time of Algorithm 4. We already saw that
the total cost of labelling edges is O(n). The remainder of the algorithm with
the exception of line 8 can also be implemented in O(n) time. Now define
C(u, v) =
{
V−v(u) if (u, v) was added to E′i in line 7.
∅ otherwise.
This is well defined since every edge appears in at most on E′i. By definition,
the cost of implementing line 8 for (u, v) is O(tA(|C(u, v)|+ 1)).
We first prove a utility lemma.
Lemma 10 Let T1 and T2 be two trees in Fi−1, v1 = ρ(T1), v2 = ρ(T2) be
their centroids and u1 ∈ N (v1), u2 ∈ N (v2). Then
C(uu, v1) ∩ C(u2, v2) = ∅. (10)
In the statement of this lemma, it is possible that T1 = T2.
Proof If i = 1 the lemma is trivially true since F0 = {T} so v1 = v2 and thus
V−v1(u1) and V−v1(u2) are disjoint.
We therefore assume that i > 1. We also assume that v1 6= v2 since other-
wise V−v1(u1) and V−v1(u2) are obviously disjoint. We finally assume that
There does not exist w ∈Wi−1 s.t. ∀z ∈ N (w), f (V−w(z) ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T .
(11)
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T1 T2
v1 v2u1 u2wz1 z2
z4 z5
z6 z7
T−ρ(T1)(u1) T−ρ(T2)(u2)
Fig. 14: Case in proof of Lemma 10 in which v1 6∈ T−v2(u2) and v2 6∈ T−v1(u1).
T1 T2
v1 v2u1 u2wz1 z2
z4 z5
z6 z7
f(V−w(z1) ∪ {w}, w) > T f(V−w(zi) ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T
i 6= 1
L2L2
Fig. 15: Case in proof of Lemma 10 in which v1 6∈ T−v2(u2) and v2 ∈ T−v1(u1).
This is because if such a w existed then lines 12-14 in Algorithm 4 would have
terminated the algorithm before the start of stage i.
Observe that all nodes in V lie in Tin during stage 0 but by the end of
stage i−1, T1 and T2 are disconnected. By construction there must exist some
node w ∈Wi−1 (whose removal disconnected T1 and T2) that lies on the path
Π(v1, v2) connecting v1 and v2.
– (11) implies ∃z ∈ N (w) satisfying f(V−w(z) ∪ {w}, w) > T .
– If v1 6∈ T−v2(u2) and v2 6∈ T−v1(u1) then V−v1(u1)∩V−v1(u1) = ∅ so (10)
is trivially true. (Fig. 14)
– If either of (u1, v1) or (u2, v2) were labelled L1 or L2 at the end of stage
i− 1 then (10) would be trivially true.
If the Lemma is incorrect we may therefore assume that neither (u1, v1) or
(u2, v2) were labelled L1 or L2 at the end of stage i − 1 and at least one of
v1 ∈ T−v2(u2) or v2 ∈ T−v1(u1) is true. WLOG assume that v2 ∈ T−v1(u1).
(Fig. 15) Label the neighbors of w so that z1 is on the path from w to v1,
z2 is on the path from w to v2 and z3, . . . , zs are the others (if they exist).
Note that, if, for any j > 1, f(V−w(zj)∪{w}, w) > T then since (u1, v1) is
above (zj , w), (u1, v1) would have been labelled L1 by the end of stage i − 1
which we assumed was not the case. Thus, for all j > 1, f(V−w(zj)∪{w}, w) ≤
T . (11) then implies f(V−w(z1) ∪ {w}, w) > T .
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Next note that if v1 ∈ T−v2(u2) the exact same argument would show that
for all j 6= 2, f(V−w(zj) ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T , otherwise (u1, v1) would have been
labelled L1 by the end of stage i− 1 , which we assumed was not the case. In
particular this would imply f(V−w(z1)∪{w}, w) ≤ T , contradicting the result
of the previous paragraph.
Thus v2 ∈ T−v1(u1) and v1 6∈ T−v2(u2). But this and the fact that f(V−w(z2)∪
{w}, w) ≤ T immediately imply that (u2, v2) which is below (z2, w) would have
been labelled L2 by the end of stage i− 1, contradicting our assumptions. uunionsq
We now prove
Lemma 11
1. Algorithm 4 works in O(log n) stages with the specific oracle calls made
during stage i only dependent upon the results of the oracle calls made in
stages j < i and not on the results of any oracle calls during stage i.
2. In each stage the total work performed by the oracle calls is O(tA(n)).
3. The total amount of work performed by Algorithm 4 is
O (tA(n) log n) .
Proof (1) is from the definition of the algorithm.
For (2) Let Ei be the edges processed in stage i, i.e., (u, v) ∈ Ei if v ∈ Li.
By definition, E′i ⊆ Ei. From Lemma 10 no vertex w ∈ V can appear in more
than one set C(u, v) for (u, v) ∈ Ei. Thus∑
(u,v)∈E′i
|C(u, v)| ≤
∑
(u,v)∈Ei
|C(u, v)| ≤ n.
So, by asymptotic subadditivity, the total amount of work done in stage i in
line 8 will be
O
 ∑
(u,v)∈Ei
tA(|C(u, v)|+ 1)
 = O
 ∑
(u,v)∈Ei
O (tA(|C(u, v)|))

= O (tA(n))
proving (2).
(3) then follows from the fact that t = O(log n), the remainder of the work
in Algorithm 4 outside of line 8 is O(n) and only another O(n log n) time is
required for the decomposition. uunionsq
4.1.2 Later Peaking Phases by Binary Search.
All later peaking phases start immediately after a reaching phase has com-
pleted by finding an edge (u, v) satisfying the reaching criterion.
Lemma 7 splits this into seven scenarios. In Cases 2ciii and the first half
of Case 2civ the algorithm terminates. In Cases 2a, 2b and 2ci the resulting
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Algorithm 5 Peaking Phase after Reaching Phase
1: . (u, v) satisfies the reaching condition in TH(S) and V−v(u) has been removed
2: . Checks the scenarios from Lemma 7. u′, h, v′, v′′, h′ as defined in Lemma 7.
3:
4: procedure Psearch(v, b)
5: Create the path a = v1, v2, . . . , vt = b in TH(S)
6: Binary search to find smallest i ∈ [1, t−1] such that f(V−vi+1 (vi)∪{vi+1}, vi+1) > T
7: Return(vi, vi+1)
8: end procedure
9:
10:
11: if h 6= v then
12: α = f(V−h(v′) ∪ {h}, h)
13: end if
14: if (h 6= v AND α > T ) then . Scenario 1
15: (u′, p(u′)) = PSearch(v, r)
16: Commit V−p(u′)(u′) to u′
17: else if (h = r AND r has exactly two children in TH(s)) then . Scenario 2c
18: β = f(V−h′ (v′) ∪ {h′}, h′)
19: if (β > T ) then . Scenario 2ci
20: (u′, p(u′)) = PSearch(v, h′)
21: Commit V−p(u′)(u′) to u′
22: if h′ is a sink and S = {u′, h′} then . Scenario 2civ, first part
23: Commit({u′}, u′) and Commit({h′}, h′) and terminate
24: end if
25: else if h′ is a sink then . Scenario 2ciii
26: Commit(V, h′) and terminate
27: end if
28: end if
tree remains RC-viable and therefore the peaking phase can be skipped. In
the remaining Cases 1, 2cii and the second half of Case 2civ it is known that
only one new edge (u, v) might now satisfy the peaking criterion and that edge
is on the path Π(v, h) or Π(v, h′) (defined in the Lemma). By path and set
monotonicity, if this edge exists, it can be found by binary searching on the
path. This is formalized in Algorithm 5
The procedure performs O(n) book-keeping, O(1) oracle calls and, possibly,
one binary search requiring an additional O(log n) oracle calls. Thus
Lemma 12 Each individual peaking phase after the first one can be imple-
mented using only O(log n) oracle calls and O(tA(n) log n) time.
4.2 Creating and maintaining the hub tree.
At the start of each reaching phase the algorithm must construct the appro-
priate hub tree. This entails identifying an appropriate root r, the hub nodes
VH(S) and, for each hub node v, pointers from v to its children and to p(v)
and pH(v). In addition, the sink set S(v) must be calculated for each node v.
At the completion of the first peaking phase, the first hub tree must be
built from scratch. Everything except for the calculation of the S(v) can be
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Algorithm 6 Binary Search in Reaching Phase
1: . The structure TH(S) with root r is given. s ∈ S is a known sink.
2: procedure Rsearch(s, r)
3: Create the path s = v1, v2, . . . , vt = r in TH(S)
4: Binary search to find largest i ∈ [1, t− 1] such that f(BP (vi, s), s) ≤ T
5: Return(vi)
6: end procedure
easily done in O(n) time. Assume the hub-tree structure has been built and let
s ∈ S be any sink. f(BP (u, s), s) is a non-decreasing function as u moves up
the tree path Π(s, r). Thus, a binary search using O(log n) oracle A calls finds
the highest node u on Π(s, r) satisfying f(BP (u, s), s) ≤ T . This is shown in
Algorithm 6 which uses O(tA(n) log n) time.
After finding u the algorithm walks up the path Π(s, u) adding s to every
node on the path on this path. Since |S| ≤ k this can be done using a total of
O(k log n) oracle calls andO(nk) extra time (for walking up all of the paths and
creating the lists). For each u, we maintain the list S(u) of sinks partitioned
into sublists; each sublist is associated with the hub child of u that contains
those sinks. Combining all of the above, the time required for constructing the
first hub tree is O(nk + k log n tA(n)) = O(ktA(n)).
At the start of every subsequent reaching phase, Lemma 7 shows that the
hub tree could only have changed in a very constrained way from the previous
hub tree. After the closed commits of the previous reaching stage at most one
new sink could have been added (with a corresponding subtree removed) in
the peaking stage. New edges are never added to the hub tree; once an edge
is removed from the hub tree it never returns. The root can only change in
very restricted circumstances. The structure of the new hub tree can easily be
constructed from the old one in O(n) time.
After the new hub tree is built, the S(v) lists need to be updated using
(6) in Lemma 7. First, remove from S(v) all sinks that were committed in the
last reaching phase. Since one sink can be removed in O(n) time and at most
k sinks need to be removed this uses O(nk) time over the entire algorithm.
Finally, if a sink s was created in the preceding peaking phase (according to
Lemma 7 at most one such sink can be created) it needs to be added to the
appropriate S(v) lists. This can be done similarly as in the construction of the
first hub tree, by calling Rsearch(s, r), using O(n) time plus O(log n) calls to
the oracle A. Since at most k sinks can be added, the total work performed by
the algorithm to create the hub tree at the start of each reaching phase taken
over the entire algorithm is O(ktA(n) log n) using O(k log n) oracle calls.
4.3 Implementing the Reaching Phase
Assume that the hub tree is given along with the lists S(u) for each node in
the hub tree as introduced in Definition 20. The self-sufficiency tests in Section
3.4.1can now be restated in terms of S(u).
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Lemma 13 Let v ∈ VH(S) be a non-hub node, u its unique descendent in
TH(S) and T (v) the subtree of T rooted at v. If T−v(u) is recursively self-
sufficient then one of the following two cases must occur:
(i) |S(v)| = 0 and (u, v) satisfies the reaching criterion.
(ii) |S′(v)| > 0 and T (v) is recursively self-sufficient with every sink in S(p(v))
as a witness to its self sufficiency.
Proof This lemma is essentially a restatement of Corollary 2 rewritten for this
special case in which v only has the one child u in TH(S). uunionsq
Lemma 14 Let v be a non-sink hub in TH(S), u1, . . . , ut be its hub-children
and all the T−v(ui) are recursively self-sufficient. Then one of the following
two cases must occur:
(i) ∃i, such that S(ui) ∩ S(v) = ∅
⇒ (ui, v) satisfies the reaching criterion.
(ii) ∀i, S(ui) ∩ S(v) 6= ∅
⇒ T (v) is recursively self-sufficient with every sink in S(v) as a witness to
its self sufficiency.
Proof This lemma is essentially a restatement of Corollary 2 rewritten for this
special case when v has more than one child in TH(S). uunionsq
Lemmas 13 and 14 permit implementing a Reaching Phase in O(n) time
as shown in Algorithm 7.
First, in O(|VH(S)|) = O(n) time, preprocess the nodes in VH(S) by topo-
logically sorting them so that if vi is the child of vj then i < j.
Next, process the nodes in VH(S) in this topological order. This will ensure
that a node will be processed only after its hub-children have already been
processed. By induction, after a node v has been processed, if the algorithm
hasn’t halted, T (v) will be recursively self sufficient.
Processing a non-sink hub node v uses Lemma 14 to check if any of the
edges leading to hi satisfy the reaching criterion. If yes, the algorithm commits
the proper nodes to sinks in O(n) time and exits. Otherwise the tree rooted
at v will be recursively-self sufficient and the algorithm continues.
Processing a non-hub node v uses Lemma 13 to check in O(1) time if
(u, v) satisfies the reaching criterion, where u is v’s unique hub child. If yes,
the algorithm commits the proper nodes to sinks in O(n) time and exits.
Otherwise v will be recursively self sufficient and the algorithm continues.
If the algorithm completes the entire For loop and reaches line 27 then the
entire tree T is recursively self-sufficient so T can be fully committed to S and
the algorithm terminates.
Lines 8 and 17 can be implemented in O(1) time because of the way the
lists were stored. Lines 14 and 22 can also be implemented in O(1) time since
it is only necessary to set a flag stating that the entire list S(v) are witnesses.
We have therefore just proven
Lemma 15 If the hub tree is already given then the reaching phase can be
implemented in O(n) time.
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Algorithm 7 Reaching Stage
1: %vi are topologically sorted so that if vi is the child of vj then i < j. t = |VH(S)|.
2: % If line 26 is reached without Break Out, then T is self-sufficient
3:
4: for i = 1 to t do
5: v := vi
6: if v is a non-sink hub then . Apply Lemma 14
7: for u a child of v in TH(S) do
8: if S(u) ∩ S(v) = ∅ then . (u, v) satisfies Reaching Criterion
9: Remove V (u) from T
10: Commit blocks for V (u) to sinks in V (u) ∩ S using Lemma 5
11: Break out of Procedure
12: end if
13: end for
14: S(v) are witnesses to recursive self-sufficiency of T (v)
15: else . Apply Lemma 13
16: Set u to be the unique hub-child of v
17: if |S(u)| > 0 and |S(v)| = 0 then . (u, v) satisfies Reaching Criterion
18: Remove V (u) from T
19: Commit blocks for V (u) to sinks in V (u) ∩ S using Lemma 5
20: Break out of Procedure
21: else . T (v) is recursively self-sufficient
22: S(v) are witnesses to recursive self-sufficiency of T (v)
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: % Entire T is recursively self-sufficient
27: Commit all of T to S and terminate algorithm.
4.4 Combining the Pieces
This section has shown how to implement the entire bounded cost algorithm. It
follows the generic structure of Algorithm 3, alternating Peaking and Reaching
Phases.
The actual work was done by five logically distinct parts listed below. This
decomposition will permit the parametric search extension in the next section.
1. The First Peaking Phase
– Implemented using tree centroid decomposition method of Section 4.1.1.
– Divided into O(log n) stages. Each stage performs O(n) extra work plus
one amortized Oracle call.
– Total time required O (log n tA(n))).
Number of actual oracle calls made could be as high as Θ(n).
2. Creating the First Hub tree
– lmplemented using binary search method of Section 4.2
– Total time required O(k log ntA(n))
– Uses O(k log n) total oracle calls.
3. Reaching Phases
– Implemented using Algorithm 7
– Uses O(n) time with no oracle calls per each reaching phase
Assumes pre-existing hub tree with preconstructed lists lists S(u)
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– At most k reaching stages; O(nk) total time for all reaching stages
4. All other Peaking Phases
– Implemented using binary search method of Section 4.1.2
– Uses O(log ntA(n)) time with O(log n) oracle calls per peaking stage
– At most k reaching stages; O(k log ntA(n)) total time for all reaching
stages
5. Creating Hub Tree after Non-Initial Peaking phase
– lmplemented using binary search method of Section 4.2
– Removes k′ sinks from old hub tree and adds at most one new sink
– Total time required O(nk′ + log ntA(n)) using O(log n) oracle calls
– At most k peaking stages; O(k log ntA(n)) total time for all peaking
stages
Combining these parts proves Theorem 2. For later use we denote this
complete algorithm for solving the bounded-cost minmax k-sink problem as B
and its running time on an input of size n as B(n).
5 Full Problem: Cost Minimization via Parametric Searching
By binary searching over all possible values of T and using B to test the
feasibility of these T , it is straightforward to construct a weakly polynomial
time algorithm for the general minmax k-sink problem of finding T ∗, the
smallest T for which k sinks suffice.
Modifying B to produce a strongly polynomial time algorithm, as in Theo-
rem 3, though, will require using a variation on Megiddo’s parametric searching
technique [29].
Definition 23 The State of algorithm B at any given time will be the current
(Sout,Pout), the edge labels in the first peaking phase and the S(v) values in
the hub tree.
Note that all of the information saved by B, i.e., T and S and the rest of the
hub tree information, can be directly constructed from its state. Thus if two
invocations of B on two different values T ′ and T ′′ both stop mid-calculation
in the same state there is no way to distinguish between them.
In the parametric search version, T will no longer be a constant; instead
we interfere with the normal course of B by changing T during runtime.
This interfered version is denoted by Algorithm I. The decision to interfere
is based on a threshold range (T L, T H ]. I starts with (T L, T H ] = (0,+∞] and
always maintains the following invariants:
(I1) T L < T H .
(I2) T L never decreases and T H never increases.
(I3) T L will be infeasible and T H will be feasible.
(I4) At each step of I, the corresponding state of B would be identical for ALL
values of T ∈ [T L, T H). (Note the flipping of open and closed intervals.)
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Intuitively, I “pretends” that is it running B for all T ∈ [T L, T H) while
pruning away “useless values”. We will soon see that the properties above will
imply that I terminates with the value T H being the correct solution.
This leads to defining a step in I. There will be two types of steps, Stage-
Steps and If-Steps.
The Stage-Steps will correspond to the stages in the first peaking phase.
The If-Steps will correspond to an oracle call and associated work performed
AFTER the first peaking phase
Stage-Steps:
B starts by implementing the first peaking phase using Algorithm 4. This is
divided into t = O(log n) stages, where t is the number of levels in the centroid
decomposition of Tin. Recall that decomposition itself only depends upon Tin
and not T . From Lemma 11 (1), the full set of oracle calls made during each
of those stages depends upon the results of the calls from previous stages and
not on any calls made during the current one.
A Stage-Step will correspond to the implementation of one stage as per-
formed by lines 3-22 of Algorithm 4. AFTER making the oracle calls in lines
3-11, the Stage-Step will binary search among the returned values to find aL,
the largest infeasible value and aH , the smallest feasible one. It will then set
T L to be the larger of aL and the old T L and run the remaining lines 12-22
using T = T L. It will also set T H to be the smaller of aH and the old T H .
The details are in Figure 16.
Lemma 16 Let i ≤ t where t is the number of stages in the centroid de-
composition of Tin. Let T ∗ be the optimal value of T and let (T L, T H ] be the
threshold range after running i Stage-Steps. Then
1. T ∗ ∈ (T L, T H ].
2. Let T ′ ∈ [T L, T H). Then, Algorithm B run for i stages with T = T ′ would
end in the same state as algorithm B run for i stages with T = T L.
3. Algorithm I run for i Stage steps would end in the same state as algorithm
B run for i stages with T = T L.
Proof (1) T ∗ ≤ TH because T H is always set to be a feasible value of T .
Similarly, T ∗ > TL because T L is always set to be a non-feasible value of T .
(2) Will be proven by induction on i. Let stage 0 be the starting process
of setting (T L, T H) = (0,∞). Then (2) is valid for i = 0.
Now assume (2) is correct for i − 1. From the induction hypothesis, the
state of B for T = T L and T = T ′ will be identical at the end of stage i− 1,
i.e., the start of stage i. In particular, for both T = T L, T ′, all edges will be
labelled the same at the start of stage i.
Next note that, after completing Line 4 in the i’th Stage-Step there does
not exist any aj ∈ V satisfying aj ∈ (T L, T H). Thus, if T ′ ∈ [T L, T H),
aj ≤ T L ⇒ ai ≤ T ′ and aj > T L ⇒ aj ≥ T H ⇒ aj > T ′.
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Stage-Step:
1. Start by performing all of the oracle calls required by lines 3-11 of Algorithm 4
By Lemma 11 (2), this only requires O(tA(n)) time.
2. Let V = {a1, a2, . . . , ar} be the values returned by the oracle calls.
Note that feasibility of ai can be tested in B(n) time by running B with T = ai.
3. In O(r log r +B(n) log r) = O(B(n) logn) time, binary search in V for a pair of values
aL = max{ai ∈ V : ai is not feasible}, aH = min{ai ∈ V : ai is feasible}
If all of the Ti are feasible set aL = T L;
If all of the Ti are not feasible set aH = T H .
4. Set T L = max{aL, T L}, T H = min{aH , T H}
5. Continue the stage using the value T = T L (the new updated value) when running lines
12-22 in Algorithm 4.
Fig. 16: A Stage-Step in Algorithm I:
Thus, for any aj evaluated during stage i via an oracle call, Algorithm B
can not distinguish between the answer to aj ≤ T L and aj ≤ T ′. Since the
decisions made by B only depend upon the prior labels of edges and the results
of the aj ≤ T queries, B will behave identically for both T = T L, T ′.
(3) follows from the analysis of (2). uunionsq
If-Steps:
The remainder of of B will be divided into If-Steps. The first If-Step starts
right after the first peaking phase concludes. All subsequent If-Steps start
whenever an oracle call is made.
Note that B works by making oracle calls of the type a = f(·, ·) followed
by a clause “If a ≤ T ”, e.g., during the peaking phases or creation of a hub
tree. Further note that B never actually uses the value of a or T when deciding
what to do next. Its actions only depend upon whether a ≤ T or a > T .
I, the interfered version of Algorithm B, will run the remainder of B If-
Step by If-Step but replacing each If-Step in B by the corresponding interfered
If-Step in I as defined in Figure 17.
Lemma 17 Let T ∗ be the optimal value of T and let (T L, T H ] be the threshold
range after running m If-Steps after the conclusion of the first peaking phase.
Then
1. T ∗ ∈ (T L, T H ].
2. Let T ′ ∈ [T L, T H). Then, Algorithm B run for m steps with T = T ′ would
end in the same state as algorithm B run for m steps with T = T L.
3. Algorithm I run for m steps would end in the same state as algorithm B
run for m steps with T = T L.
Proof (1) Same as the proof of Lemma 16 (1).
(2) From the induction hypothesis, the state of B for T = T L and T = T ′
will be identical at the end of stage m − 1, i.e., the start of stage m. Now
consider what happens in the m’th If-Step.
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If-Step:
1. Perform the evaluation a := f(·, ·).
2. Resolve the If-Clause and reset T L, T H if necessary as follows:
– (i) If a ≤ T L, resolve the associated If-clause as f(·, ·) ≤ T .
– (ii) If a ≥ T H , resolve the associated If-clause as f(·, ·) > T .
– If a ∈ (T L, T H), run a separate version of B from scratch with value T := a, and
observe the output.
– (iii) If Output is ‘No’: set T L := a.
Resolve the associated If-clause as f(·, ·) ≤ T .
– (iv) If Output is ‘Yes’, set T H := a.
Resolve the associated If-clause as f(·, ·) > T .
3. Conclude the step by running the algorithm with the set value T = T L until the start
of the next step.
Fig. 17: An If-Step in Algorithm I
In case (i), f(·, ·) = a ≤ T L < T ′.
In case (ii), f(·, ·) = a ≥ T H > T ′ ≥ T L.
In case (iii), f(·, ·) = a = T L ≤ T ′.
In case (iv), f(·, ·) = a = T H > T ′ ≥ T L.
Thus, in all four cases, the query “a ≤ T L?” resolves identically to the
query “a ≤ T ′ and algorithm B can not distinguish between the two cases.
Since the algorithm started the If-Step in an identical state for both T = T ′
and T = T L and can not distinguish between them during the If-Step, it ends
in the same state for both of them.
(3) follows directly from the analysis of (2). uunionsq
Lemma 18
The interfered algorithm I will terminate in O(max(k, log n)k log2 ntA(n))
time.
Let (T<, T>] be the threshold range when I terminates and T ∗ be the op-
timal value of T . Then T ∗ = T>. In particular, we can then run the bounded
cost Algorithm B on T := T> to retrieve the optimal feasible configuration.
Proof By the definition of the Stage and If-Steps the open interval (T L, T H)
may contract but is always non-empty. Let T ′ be any value falling in the
intersection of all such intervals.
Point (2) of Lemmas 16 and 17 imply that the number and type of steps
run by algorithm I is exactly the same as those run by algorithm B on T ′.
For a problem of size n, let SS(n) denote the maximum number of Stage-
Steps run by Algorithm B and SI(n) the maximum number of If-Steps run.
As noted in Section 4.4 SS(n) = O(log n) and SI(n) = O(k log n).
The running time of I is the time for running B on T ′ plus the work done
on lines 3-4 of the Stage Steps (Fig 16) and line 2 of the If-Steps (Fig 17).
Let WS(n) be the total amount of work performed by I on lines 3-4 in one
Stage-Step and WI(n) the total amount of work performed by I in line 2 of
one If-Step. WS(n) = O(log nB(n)) and WI(n) = O(B(n)).
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u
V−v(u)
v
V−u(v)
x x′
Fig. 18: Let (u, v) be oriented so that is starts at u and ends at v. Then x < x′.
If the edge was oriented as (v, u) then x′ < x′ If x ≤ x′ then f(V−v(u) ∪
{x}, x) ≤ f(V−v(u) ∪ {x′}, x′).
Thus, the total amount of work performed by Algorithm I before it ter-
minates is
T (n) = B(n) + SS(n)WS(n) + SF (n)WF (n)
= B(n) +O
(
log2 nB(n)
)
+O
(
k log nB(n)
)
= O
((
log2 n+ k log n
)
(ktA(n) log n)
)
= O(max(k, log n) ktA(n) log2 n)
Now consider the step at which T L was set to T< while running I . This
occurred because T L = T< was found to be infeasible. Consider T ′ ∈ (T<, T>).
From Lemmas 16 and 17 (2), B would be in exactly the same state at that
end of the algorithm for both T < and T ′. Thus T ′ is infeasible as well.
Finally, from Lemmas 16 and 17 (1) we have that T ∗ ∈ (T<, T>] but we
have just seen that no T ′ ∈ (T<, T>) is feasible, Thus T := T>. uunionsq
Theorem 3 follows immediately from the previous Lemma.
Note: A classic application of parametric search to B would require a call
to B every time the oracle A was called. This first peaking phase can require
as many as Θ(n) oracle calls, resulting in an Θ(nB(n)) = Θ(ntA(n)) running
time for that phase in the parametric search version. The use of the centroid
decomposition and distinction between Stage and If Steps were necessary to
replace this extra factor of Θ(n) by Θ(log n).
6 The Continuous Case
Until this point the analysis has always assumed the discrete version of the
problem in which sinks are required to be nodes in Vin. This section will extend
those results to the continuous case in which sinks can be located on edges.
This first requires extending the definition of minmax monotone cost func-
tions to edges.
Definition 24 (Fig. 18) Let T = (V,E) be a tree and f(·, ·) a monotone
minmax cost function as defined in Section 2.1.1.
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For e = (u, v) ∈ E, orient e so that it starts at u and ends at v. Let
x, x′ ∈ e. Denote
x ≤ x′ if and only if x is on the path from u to x′ ,
x < x′ if and only if x ≤ x′ and x 6= x′.
f(·, ·) is continuous if it satisfies:
1. f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x) is a continuous function in {x : u < x ≤ v}.
2. f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x) is non-decreasing in {x : u ≤ x ≤ v}, i.e.,
∀u ≤ x < x′ ≤ v, f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x) ≤ f(V−v(u) ∪ {x′}, x′).
Point 2 is the natural generalization of path-monotonicity.
Note: This definition is satisfied in the sink evacuation problem. Let d(x, v) denote
the time required to travel from x to v. It is natural to assume that this is non-increasing
continuous function in x. Since flow travels smoothly without congestion inside an edge, if
the last flow arrived at node v at time t, then it had been at x > u at time t− d(x, v). Thus
f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x) = f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v)− d(x, v) (12)
so condition (1) is satisfied and condition (2) is satisfied for every x except possibly x = u.
Now consider the time t′ that the last flow arrives at node u and let t′+w be the time that
this last flow enters edge (u, v). Since flow doesn’t encounter congestion inside an edge, it
arrives at v at time t′ + w + d(u, v). Then
f(V−v(u), u) = t′ ≤ t′ + w = (t′ + w + d(u, v))− d(u, v) = lim
x↓u
f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x).
Thus condition (2) is also satisfied at x = u. Note that w > 0 only occurs if there is
congestion at (u, v) and this forces a left discontinuity, which is why the range in point (1)
does not include x = u.
The following lemma follows easily from the definitions and the continuity.
Lemma 19 Let T = (V,E) be a tree, f(·, ·) a minmax monotone cost function
and e = (u, v) ∈ E. Then both
sT = max
x∈e
(
f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x) ≤ T
)
(13)
and
a := min
x∈e max
(
f(V−v(u) ∪ {x}, x), f(V−u(v) ∪ {x}, x)
)
(14)
exist.
We finally assume that ST and the largest x′ ∈ e for which
sT = f(V−v(u) ∪ {x′}, x′)),
as well as a and x′ ∈ e for which
a = max
(
f(V−v(u) ∪ {x′}, x′), f(V−u(v) ∪ {x′}, x′)
)
,
can be calculated using O(1) oracle calls, i.e., in O(tA(n)) time where n = |V |.
This is obviously true in the sink evacuation case because of the linearity of
the functions as given by (12).
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v1
u1
v2
u2
v3
u3
v4
s4 = u4
v5
u5
s1
s2
s3
s5
Fig. 19: The hub tree after the sinks have been placed in the continuous prob-
lem. Five sinks s1, . . . , s5 have been placed by the peaking lemma. Note that
the si are not necessarily in V ; they can be located somewhere on the edge
(ui, vi). In the feasibility version of the problem, the exact location of si on
the edge is known. In the minimization version, only the fact that si falls in
the edge (ui, vi) is known but its exact location might not be.
6.1 Extending Theorem 2 to the continuous case
Recall that the Peaking Lemma (Lemma 1) found (u, v) such that f(V−v(u), u) ≤
T but f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T and then placed a sink on u. The motivating
intuition was that the peaking condition implies that V−v(u) MUST contain
at least one sink. Placing that sink on the most extreme location possible
for a single sink serving all of V−v(u), i.e., u, could only improve the sink
assignment.
In the continuous case, the analogous argument is again that placing the
sink on the most extreme location possible for serving V−v(u) can only improve
the sink assignment. But now, the most extreme location possible is no longer
required to be u; it is the unique point sT defined in (13). (Fig. 19)
The Peaking Lemma for the continuous case will now create a new node
at s = sT , splitting (u, v) into two pieces. It will then place a sink on s,
committing all of V−v(u) to s and adding s to Sout. No changes need to be
made to the Reaching Lemma which will remain correct as stated. It can
then be verified that the implementation of the peaking and reaching phases
(including the first peaking phase via centroid decomposition) remain valid.
Thus, the remainder of the bounded-cost minmax k-sink algorithm will follow
exactly as it did before, with the running time remaining the same as well.
6.2 Extending Theorem 3 to the continuous case
Let B′ be the new bounded cost minmax k-sink algorithm for the continuous
case described in the previous subsection and B′(n) = B(n) be the cost of
running the algorithm on an input of size n. We now apply parametric search
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to B′ to create a general algorithm I ′ for the continuous case. Some subtle dif-
ferences between this and the application of parametric search to the bounded
algorithm B in Section 5 will be needed.
Let I ′ be the interfered (parametric search) version of B′ to be devel-
oped. Similar to I, I ′ maintains a threshold range (T L, T H ]. I starts with
(T L, T H ] = (0,+∞] and maintains the same invariants:
(I1) T L < T H ,
(I2) T L never decreases and T H never increases.
(I3) T L will be infeasible and T H will be feasible.
(I4) At each step of I ′, the corresponding state of B′ would be identical for
ALL values of T ∈ [T L, T H).
The major difference will be in the definition of state and, in particular,
what is stored in Sout. Recall that previously Sout = {s1, . . . , st} was the set
of known sinks (created by the peaking lemma).
As noted in Section 6.1, sink s = sT determined by the peaking lemma in
the continuous case is no longer required to be a v ∈ V but may lie inside an
edge (u, v). B′ explicitly determined the location of sT from T using (13). In
I ′, T is no longer exactly known, so (13) can no longer be applied.
To patch this, Sout will no longer store the (unknown) location of sink s
but rather the directed edge (u(s), v(s)) which is known to contain s. (Fig. 19)
Definition 25 The State of algorithm B′ at any given time will be (Sout,Pout)
and the S(v) values in the hub tree. s ∈ Sout will be specified in the list by
storing the edge s = (u(s), v(s)) .
With this difference, Stage-Steps (Algorithm 4) work exactly the same in
I ′ as in I. That is, after each Stage-Step the edges containing sinks are stored
in Sout and other edges are marked appropriately. The proof of Lemma 16 for
the continuous case will also follow.
The If-Steps now have to be further divided into two types depending upon
the structure of the oracle call they make:
– Normal-Steps: These are the ones in (lines 5, 11, 17 of) Algorithm 5. The
oracle evaluations are of the form f(X,w) where X is a subtree containing
no sinks and w ∈ V \ Sout. Normal-Steps will be processed using the same
If-Step code from Figure 17 that was used by Algorithm I, except that
Sout will store the edge (u(s), v(s)) known to contain s rather than the
unknown location s.
– Bulk-Steps: These are the ones in (line 4 of) Algorithm 6, the Rsearch
procedure. They are in the form f(BP (vi, s
′), s′) where s′ ∈ S. These If-
Steps will be processed using the new description given in Figure 21. Note
that this primarily differs from the old If-Step of Figure 17 in Line 1.
Lemma 16 and its proof will still work for the new Stage-Steps. We must
now prove the equivalent of Lemma 17 for these new If-Steps.
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v(s)u(s)
Ps x
vi
BP (vi, x)
r
Fig. 20: An evaluation in a Bulk If-Step. A previous peaking step determined
that edge (u(s), v(s)) contains a sink. For a given ancestor vi of v(s) in T
the Bulk-If step finds the sink location x ∈ (u(s), v(s)) that minimizes the
maximum cost of servicing both Ps = V−v(s)(u(s)) and BP (vi, v(s)). In the
diagram, the gray area is BP (vi, x); it is the path from x to vi and all of
the outstanding branches that fall off of it. The unfilled nodes are known
hub nodes. The filled nodes denote sink “locations”. The actual locations are
unknown; only the (dashed) edges which contain them are known.
Bulk If-Step in Continuous Case to evaluate f(BP (vi, s), s) ≤ T :
1. Perform the evaluation (Fig. 20)
a := min
x∈(u(s),v(s))
max (f(Ps ∪ {x}, x), f(BP (vi, x), x))) .
2. Resolve the If-Clause and reset T L, T H if necessary as follows:
– (i) If a ≤ T L, resolve the associated If-clause as f(BP (vi, s), s) ≤ T .
– (ii) If a ≥ T H , resolve the associated If-clause as f(BP (vi, s), s) > T .
– If a ∈ (T L, T H), run a separate version of B from scratch with value T := a, and
observe the output.
– (iii) If Output is ‘No’: set T L := a.
Resolve the associated If-clause as f(BP (vi, s), s) ≤ T .
– (iv) If Output is ‘Yes’, set T H := a.
Resolve the associated If-clause as f(BP (vi, s), s) > T .
3. Conclude the step by running the algorithm with the set value T = T L until the start
of the next step.
Fig. 21: lf-Step for the Bulk-Step in Continuous Algorithm I’.
Lemma 20 Let T ∗ be the optimal value of T and let (T L, T H ] be the threshold
range after running m If-Steps after the conclusion of the first peaking phase.
Then
1. T ∗ ∈ (T L, T H ].
2. Let T ′ ∈ [T L, T H). Then, Algorithm B′ run for m steps with T = T ′ would
end in the same state as algorithm B′ run for m steps with T = T L.
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v(s)u(s)
Ps s′sL
vi
BP (vi, v(s))
Fig. 22: Illustration of sL ≤ s′ in the proof of Lemma 20. Recall that sL is
the rightmost location of a sink on edge (u(s), v(s)) that supports Ps when
T = mathcalTL and s′ is the rightmost that supports it when T = T ′.
3. Algorithm I ′ run for m steps would end in the same state as algorithm B′
run for m steps with T = T L.
Proof (1) The proof is exactly the same as in Lemma 17.
(2) Again the proof is by induction on m, that after m steps algorithm B′
will be in the same state when run on T ′ and T ′. Assume this is true for m−1
and now consider what happens in the m’th If-step.
The analysis of a Normal Step is exactly the same as it was in Lemma 17
so we do not repeat it except to note again that in all cases, the algorithm
correctly processes “a ≤ T L?”. Furthermore “a ≤ T L?” resolves identically to
the query “a ≤ T ′” so B′ can not distinguish between the two cases.
The analysis of the Bulk-Step is more interesting. For simplicity set sL :=
sTL and s
′ := sT ′ as defined in (13). By the induction hypothesis both of these
values are on the edge (s(u), v(u)).
Since T L < T ′, monotonicity implies sL ≤ s′ (Fig. 22). Note thatBP (vi, sL) =
BP (vi, v(s)) ∪ {sL} and BP (vi, s′) = BP (vi, v(s)) ∪ {s′}. Thus, from mono-
tonicity,
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≥ f(BP (vi, s′), s′). (15)
Let xa ∈ (u(s), v(s)) be a value such that
a = max (f(Ps ∪ {xa}, xa), f(BP (vi, xa), xa)) .
We now analyze the cases separately:
(i) f(Ps ∪ {xa}, xa) ≤ a ≤ T L implies xa ≤ sa ≤ sL. From monotonicity and
(15)
T ′ > T L ≥ a ≥ f(BP (vi, xa), xa) ≥ f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≥ f(BP (vi, s′), s′).
Then
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≤ T L and f(BP (vi, s′), s′) ≤ T ′. (16)
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(ii) By the definition of a,
max
(
f(Ps ∪ {s′}, s′), f(BP (vi, s′), s′))
)
≥ a > T H .
Since f(Ps ∪ {s′}, s′) ≤ T ′ ≤ T H , this and (15) imply
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≥ f(BP (vi, s′), s′)) > T H > T ′ > T L.
Then
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) > T L and f(BP (vi, s′), s′) > T ′. (17)
(iii) We set T L = a so a < T ′ < T H . Furthermore, xa ≤ sa = sL so from (15)
and path monotonicity
T ′ > T ′L = a ≥ f(BP (vi, xa), xa) ≥ f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≥ f(BP (vi, s′), s′).
Then
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≤ T L and f(BP (vi, s′), s′) ≤ T ′. (18)
(iv) We set T H = a. Then T L < T ′ < a. By definition f(Ps∪{s′}, s′) ≤ T ′ < a.
As in the analysis in case (ii) we note that from the definition of a,
max (f(Ps ∪ {s′}, s′), f(BP (vi, s′), s′))) ≥ a
and thus
f(BP (vi, s
′), s′) ≥ a
Using (15) again shows
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≥ f(BP (vi, s′), s′) ≥ a > T ′ > T L.
Then
f(BP (vi, sL), sL) > T L and f(BP (vi, s′), s′) > T ′. (19)
Equations (16)-(19) show that the queries “f(BP (vi, sL), sL) ≤ T L?” and
“f(BP (vi, s
′), s′) ≤ T ′?” will always return the same answer.
Since the algorithm started the If-Step in an identical state for cases T =
T ′, T L, and it can not distinguish between those cases during the If-Step, it
ends in the same state for both of them.
(3) follows from the analysis of (2). uunionsq
We can now prove
Lemma 21 The interfered algorithm I ′ in the continuous case will terminate
in O
(
max(k, log n)k log2 ntA(n)
)
time.
Let (T<, T>] be the threshold range when I terminates and T ∗ be the op-
timal value of T . Then T ∗ = T>. In particular, we can then run the bounded
cost Algorithm B on T := T> to retrieve the optimal feasible configuration.
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The proof of this lemma is almost exactly the same as that of Lemma 21
and will therefore be omitted. The only difference is that I ′ needs to do a bit
of extra work for the Stage Steps and If-Steps. But this is only O(tA(n)) work
per sink and there are at most k sinks. The extra work is therefore O(ktA(n))
which is subsumed by the remaining running time of the algorithm which is
the same as that for the discrete case.
7 The fixed sink problem (optimal partitioning)
This section sketches a proof of Theorem 4, i.e., the special case in which the
locations of S, the set of k sinks in the input tree Tin, are provided as part of
the input. The problem is thus to partition Tin into k subtrees, each subtree
containing exactly one s ∈ S, so as to minimize the max-cost of the subtrees.
Because the sinks are given they can be considered as nodes in V and thus
this problem is always discrete. Also, as stated in Theorem 4, the underlying
function is now only required to be relaxed minmax monotone and not strictly
minmax monotone. We explain below why this relaxation occurs.
7.1 If S are all leaves of Tin.
Consider the special case in which all nodes in S are leaves of the input tree
Tin. As before, we start by constructing a feaasiblity test; given T > 0, decide
whether there exists a partition with bounded cost ≤ T .
As a first step, the new algorithm will build the hub tree TH(S) (Def. 13)
off of the given sinks. Let Ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , t, be the corresponding outstanding
branches and wi ∈ TH(S) the node off of which Ti falls. Set
Tmin = min
i
f (Ti ∪ {wi}, wi) .
By asymptotic subadditivity, calculating Tmin requires only O(tA(n)) time.
If Tmin > T , no feasible solution exists. Otherwise, TH(S) is RC-viable and,
from the perspective of algorithm B, the state of the problem is exactly the
same as if the first peaking phase had just concluded with T = Tin, Sout = S
and Pout being defined by setting Ps = {s} for all s ∈ Sout. Referring to
Section 4.4, this is as if Step 1 of the algorithm had just concluded and the
algorithm is now starting Step 2 (Creating the First Hub Tree). Continuing
to run B from this point will now provide the correct answer. Since new sinks
will never be added, the algorithm will never need to enter a peaking-phase.
Instead, if after a reaching phase the working tree stops being RC-viable, the
algorithm will declare that no solution exists.
The path-monotonicity requirement of minmax monotone functions stated
in Section 2.1.1 was only used in the derivation of the peaking condition; the
reaching condition only required set-monotonicity. Since a peaking phase is
never entered in this fixed-sink case, the algorithm remains correct even for
relaxed minmax monotone functions.
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s1
s2
s3
s1
s2 s3
s4
s4
Fig. 23: The original tree with specified sinks s1, s2, s3, s4 is on the left. The
transformed forest is on the right. Note that a new sink has been created for
each edge adjacent to a sink in the original tree.
The running time of this algorithm will be O(nk + tA(n)) (to calculate
Tmin and the structure of the first hub tree) plus the cost of running B when
skipping the first peaking phase, which is again O(ktA(n) log n). Technically,
the algorithm could now be simplified by noting that no peaking phases are
ever run, but this would not improve the worst case running time.
Now consider solving the general minmax k-sink problem by applying para-
metric search as in the creation of I.
Again start the algorithm by building the hub tree and calculating Tmin.
Next, run the bounded cost fixed-sink algorithm with T = Tmin. As previously
noted, Tmin ≤ T ∗. So, if Tmin is feasible T ∗ = Tmin and the algorithm con-
cludes. The total work performed so far is O(kn+ tA(n)) plus O(ktA(n) log n)
for calling the bounded algorithm.
If Tmin is not feasible, set (T L, T H ] = (Tmin,∞]. The algorithm is now
in the same state as I would have been in if I had just completed all of the
Stage-Steps of the first peaking phase. Continuing to run I from this point
onward will yield the final answer. This cost of running I, omitting the Stage
-Steps, is O(k2tA(n) log2 n); this dominates the Stage-Step, and is thus the
overall time complexity.
7.2 If S are not restricted to be leaves of Tin.
The subsection above solved the minmax k fixed-sink problem in I ′(k, n) =
O(k2ntA(n) log2) time when S is restricted to being leaves of Tin. Without
loss of generality, we assume that I ′(k, n) is non-decreasing in k.
The solution for general position S uses a standard transformation of Tin
into a forest.
For every given sink s ∈ S, let N (s) denote its set of neighbors and for
every u ∈ N (s) create a new sink node su and edge (u, su). Delete the original
nodes in S. (Fig 23). What remains is a forest T1, T2, . . . , Tr of trees in which
each Ti contains sinks Si at its leaves, where |Si| = ki ≤ k sinks. At most one
new node is created for every edge in the original tree so the total number
of vertices in the forest is < 2n. Furthermore, every partition on the forest
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corresponds in the natural way with a partition in the original tree such that
the minmax-cost partition of the forest corresponds to a minmax-cost partition
of the tree that has the same cost.
It is not difficult to see that
min
P∈Λ[S]
f(P, S) = min
1≤i≤r
Fi where Fi = minP∈Λ[Si]
f(P, Si).
That is, we can separately find the optimal partition for each subtree and knit
them together to construct an optimal partition for the original tree.
Thus, to solve the problem on the original tree it suffices to solve it on each
of the trees Ti individually. Let ni be the number of nodes in tree Ti. Recall
that the statement of Theorem 4 assumed asymptotic subadditivity and that
tA(2n) = O(tA(n)). Thus, the total cost is also at most
r∑
i=1
I ′(ki, ni) = O(I ′(k, 2n− 1)) = O(I ′(k, n)) = O(k2ntA(n) log2)
and we are done.
Note that for the sink evacuation problem, plugging in the O(n log2 n)
oracle used previously, this leads to a O(nk2 log4 n) time algorithm for the
partitioning problem, substantially improving upon the the O(n(c log n)k+1)
[26] and O(n2k log2 n) [27] algorithms when 4 < k  n.
8 Conclusion
Given a Dynamic Flow network on a tree G = (V,E) we derived an algorithm
for finding the locations of k sinks that minimize the maximum time needed
to evacuate the entire tree.
The algorithm was developed in two parts. Sections 3 and 4 developed a
feasibility test, i.e., for T > 0, an algorithm for finding a placement of k sinks
that permits evacuating the tree in ≤ T time (or determining that such a
placement does not exist). Section 5 showed how to apply parametric search
to modify this test to find the minimum feasible T ∗. Section 6 extended the
algorithms to work in the continuous case (in which sinks can be placed on
edges). Finally, Section 7 developed better algorithms for the case in which
the k sinks are known in advance.
The sink-evacuation problem is a special case of the minmax Centered k-
partitioning problem on trees. All the results described could partition using
any minmax monotone function for servicing trees from centers. Assuming an
tA(n) time oracle for calculating the cost of the fixed 1-sink problem on trees,
our main algorithm works in O(max(k, log n)ktA(n) log2 n) time, improved to
O(k2tA(n) log2 n) time if the sinks are known in advance.
These were the first known polynomial time algorithms for these sink lo-
cation problems. The obvious direction for improvement would be to try to
develop algorithms whose running times, like the O(n) one for unweighted
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k-center [16] and the O(n log2 n) ones [31,11] for the weighted k-center prob-
lem, are only dependent upon n and not k. As noted earlier, the bottleneck to
this generalization seems to be that, unlike in those previous tree-partitioning
problems, the cost oracle f(U, s) here is permitted to be a complicated non-
linear function of the topology and all the vertex weights of the full tree U ,
and can not be decomposed into simpler parts.
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